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Teddy and
the Girl
DOROTHY

BLACKMORE

Hugh Cameron glanced eagerly
through his mail. Yes, there was
the expected letter from his fiancee,
so the day promised to be a good one.
He tore open the envelope and
read to the end of the closely written page, his face setting into grim
lines as he scanned the words.
"Dearest Teddy: How perfectly
darling of you to send me this beau j
tiful breakfast eown and cap to
match. I am afraid I have rather
neglected you lately on account of
some one here, but when I come out
this spring I will tell you all about
it. I am going to wear my pretty
gown and cap until we have our
first breakfast together in the studio

kV..

an explanation of W wishing to consider then engagement broken.
When this was done and the ship
well on her way out to sea Cameron sank into his steamer chair, the
embodiment ot blank despair The
vision of Lucy's violet eyes, her
wonderful happy emile with the
dimple that played havoc with his
heart and the tender affection in all
her little mannerisms, kept Cameron's mouth grim and his eyes unseeing.
The deck steward had spoken his
name twice before Cameron know
that the man was holding out to
him a wireless message. They were
two days out.
When Cameron had read the contents of the message his stolid
Scotch heart was pounding heavily
were blue
The sun shone,
and all the world seemed one glon-

because I know you will love me in
it while the lacvs are soft and new.
Isn't that nice o me? This is just
a scratch, dear,
I have bo many
Christmas notes to write but yours
was first. I can hardly wait until
we meet again, but it won't be long
now.
"With bushels of love,
LUCY."
"Ai ever,
The letter dropped from Hugh
Cameron's nerveless fingers.
' Sol
The Lucy that he adored
was nothing but a "flirt and had been
playing with him to her heart's content. Well, she would not get a chance
to throw him over for the man in the
studio whom she so violently loved.
Hugh laughed unpleasantly.
"It was rather thoughtful of
Lucy to mix her letters. Otherwise
1 might have had a lovely turn-dow- n
when she tired of me as an escort to
operas, dinners, etc' I hopo the devoted Teddy will appreciate her let-tto me and her thanks for the
bracelet I sent."
Cameron tore the letter viciously
in half, Ihen stayed his fingers.
Lucy should have her letter back
but not until he was well out to sea.
Hugh started up I A quick boat
sailed at nine o'clock the next morning and by using the telephone freely
he could put his business affairs in
proper shape for that sailing.
Cameron told hi office boy that
under no condition was he to answer
any feminine voice over the telephone. Lucy might call him up and
Hugh felt his resolve fade, as in
memory he heard her low pitched
voice ringing in his ear. No; he
must neither hear her voice nor
communicate with her in any way
before he sailed.
During his hasty preparation Cameron had time to realize his loss.
' Even with her
duplicity staring him
in the face he knew that he loved
her and would continue to want her
until the end of his days.
When the great bhip that was to
take him to Kngland weighed anchor
Hugh felt that he had indeed sent
himself adrift from the one woman
With the pilot he post-c- d
... he desired.
a brief line toLucy and enclosed
her lettei to the unknown Teddy as
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MILLION GALLONS OF WINE.

"A million gallons of sweet wines,
the vintage of
mostly port wine,
the Vina vineyard foi the season of
1911. This is the largest output cf
the winery in the many years of its
existence," says the American Wine
Tito, in a recent issue. "This fertile vineyard, the property of Stanford university, comprising 8,500
acres of ht best hni ia the Sacr- t-

ously in Hugh had a momentary
shock. Lucy might possibly have
left the boat at Fishguard. It was
fifteen long minutes before Cameron
blue
recognized the long, cloud-lik- e
of the chiffon on Lucy's hat. She
was waving frantically, but when
they drew nearer Hugh saw that her
eyes were wistful. He knew then
that he had wronged her.
It seemed another endless time
before she was coming down the

gang plank

She crepe into the arms Hugh had
unconsciously held out to her.
"Forgive me," the Scotchman
said.
"Forgive you? Why, Hugh, you
are an angel to ask that 1" Lucy
rested- - a moment in her returned
happiness then said with her adorable smile, "Hugh 'Teddy is mv
girl chum. Her name is Theodon."
"You have never spoken of her,"
0ll8 pace
said, but was scarcely conCameron
!
day
Lucy was sailing that very
Doubt and susShe would reach Liverpool two days scious of speaking.
his mind
from
passed
had
picion
Whether
later than he himself.
to
remained
think of
and
nothing
letto
her
there was an explanation
save the one fact that Lucy was in
his arms.
"Teddy has had a more or less unpleasant experience," Lucy said,
"and she doesn't want many people
to know where she is, so you see I
have never spoken of her. She is an
artist and has an adorable studio "
"The studio in which you are going to have breakfast with the
"Hugh I" Lucy blushed hoty.
Then she turned swiftly toward him
and looked appealingly into his eyes.
"Hugh was it dreadful of me to
come over here after ytu you have
asked me so often to jo "
"Marry me? Yes, &tar. The only
dreadful thing ySn did was to call
any one but me dearest even now I
am jealous of Teddy."
"You have no cause to be," Lucy
confided.
the-wate-

-

cap"

MAKES MARBLE

FROM ASHES

But a German Engineer Will Not
ivulge Hi Secret, Despite Of-

.

D-

All the world knows that ashes are
the last solid residue of combusion
and compose the essence of earthly
materials, mineral salts,. potash, soda,
phosphates, etc. The uses to which
ashus may be put have not been sup
posed various; they serve in the
preparation of certain lyes, sometimes to improve the character of
the soil, under certain conditions in
the manufacture of brick, always
with a view to furnishing some de
sired chemical property; but these
applications of ashes are always secondary.
Recently a German engineer has
invented a way to transform ashes
into marble of exceptional beauty
which is susceptible to the highest
polish. He refuses to divulge his
secret, though large inducements
have been made to him by owners of
marble quarries. It is a matter of
chemical synthesis, of course, but it
is said that his only Visible apparatus
is a small gas stove, together with a
kettle and what resembles a copying
press. With these implements, plus
the secret he holds, he has manufactured a medium sitted slab of marble
in half an hour. Harper's Weekly.
DELICATE THRUST

0
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himself.
But the spirit of torment whispered convincing assertions to him.
"She had no right to call any man
dearest she is engaged to you."
"He might be her great uncle,"
Hugh argued weakly.
"Girls don't dress up in pink tea
gowns because great uncles love them
in them." the imps chided and Hugh
again felt the cloud of doubt
"And no note should come before,
yours," finished the voice in derision.

Br
Tom is so forgetful.
Ethel
Yes; it keeps me busy re
minding him that you are the girl
he is engaged to.

Carrie

HE'D SETTLE ONCE FOR ALL.
One of the stories of Represents
tive John A. Moon of Tennessee is
of a rather illiterate candidate for
When he
the Tennessee legislature.
was addressing a. political meeting
a man called out in a loud voice an
inquiry about his position od the

Liverpool

diver-tiseme-

.

steamer office and spent hours wondering when the boat would dock.
"Did that aviator friend of yours
Insleadof the boat docking on hove a successful season?"
He more than made
"Very.
Tuesday, it was a full day late, having been held up on account of fogs. enough to pay all hit hospital ex
When the great ship moved ponder- - penses,
mento valley, is located on the Sacramento river and. Doer creek, six
miles from Corning, CaL
"The large amount of money
earned from the grapes and winec
produced at the Stanford vinevard
Stanford
goes to support the
.Jr.. university at Palo Alto, and yet
there 'is a strict rule, made by the
president of the Dniversity, prohibiting the tale and use of wine within
one mile of the uoivenitj.''

Thrlvet Better When Reared
Hothouse Than It Will In
the Open Air.

The fruits are allowed to remain
the vine, which is a relative of
the gourds, till the outer parts are
quite hard, for if gathered before
they aie fully ripe difficulty is expeOn the other
rienced in seasoning.
hand, they must not be allowed tr

on

remain long enough to be subjected
to frost, for a severe frost is likely
to cause injury. Dry, sunny weather
is more favorable to the development
of fruit than wet weather, for
though the plants will take plenty of
water, more satisfactory results are
obtained from watering by hand
than from the plants being subjected
to an excessive amount of rain. The
past summer, with its long-contued heat, has been ideal for the successful cultivation of these gourds
in England, providinz they wore
well watered at frequent intervals.
Seeds sown here on a slight hotbed
and the plants allowed to grow till
they have filled a frame which could
be lifted of! about mid-Jun- e,
would
probably give the most satisfactory
results.
If grown throughout the
whole of their career in a frame or
greenhouse, however, arrangements
ought to be made for a free circula
tion of air at all times.
Apart
from the utility of the fruits of this
plant, it is quite ornamental enough
to receive attention from a decora
tive standpoint, cither indoors or
out. Montreal Standard.
in

CURE

FOR

LAZINESS

Men Overfond of Rest Are Given 80
Much of It That It Become

Monotonous.

The Danish government under th
direction of Professor Kellers, a psychologist, is making an experiment
treatment of its menin
tal defectives on Tyioe island. Both
lunatics and loafers came under the
head of "defectives" in Denmark.
Professor Kellers has for some tim
been a persistent advocate of the out- treatment of lunacy.
His
chief contention is that the fresh air
tones up (he nervous system, whil
the varied natural objects are calculated to arrest the attention of the
patients and dissipate the more distressing symptoms of monomania.
The method of "cure" of confirmed laziness in Denmark is eome-wh.- it
Spartan. Either the men must
settle down to regular habits of
work, chiefly of a rural character, or
the "rest cure" is pushed home to
its logical result they are forced to
lie in bed for a term varying from
a day to three or four days. By that
time the ennui becomes simply unbearable and the men are glad to
escape from the torture of sheer inof-do- or

tariff.
For several minutes the speaker
Quick as a flash out came the continued and did not appear to hear
birch and the teacher said :
the question. Finally, however, oth.
"If anyone knows any reason why ers in the audience took up the query
the rod should not warm the jacket and became so insistent that he was activity.
hand.

of Tom Heed, let him speak now, or compelled to anaswer.
was reached forever after hold his peace."
"Ladies and gentlemen," said the
nugh landed and spent every mo"I do," said .Tom.
"you have asked nie my
speaker,
of
ment there in mad pursuit
"Name it," replied the master.
I ara
the tariff question.
on
stand
He wanted not to think
"Incompaf ability."
I am in favor of paying
decided.
but only to pass the time in some
He did not get the whipping.
the thing oil and having it out of
way until Lucy should speak to him.
the way."
lie made numerous trips to the
FORTUNATE.
When

In

or

er

ter or not it didn't matter. Lucy
loved him ; otherwise she would not
rush across the ocean after him.
Hugh Cameron spent the rest cf
the journey in visualizing Lucy, but
now she belonged to him, not to some
x
unknown Teddy.
told
I"
bally"
Hugh
idiot
"I am a

Plant

DANISH

'A

.

PROPER GROWTH CF CALABASH

fered Inducements.

REED AND HIS TEACHER.
Reed's boyhood was
not particularly eventful. He was
tall and slender, and had not the
chubby face of his late years of prosperity and power. He was independent in his ways and decidedly outspoken a trait which he inherited
He often got a
from his mother.
birching from his teacher, for, in
spite of being a good student, he was
mischievous.
"If any one knows of any reason
why these apples should not touch
the lips of Tom Reed, let him speak
now, or forever hold his peace," said
the young rascal one day, right under the master's nose.
And he gave a bite at one of the
groat red cheeked apples in his

NO.

1012.

A SUGGESTION.

Little Alice was terribly afraid of
cats. One day she had been standing
on the doorstep for several minutes,
looking at a big black tomcat gallivanting on the fence. Finally she
rushed into the house, looking very
HIS PACE.
excited, and exclaimed: "Mother,
is he?
thought I'd better come in. That
Mary
Alice Goodness, yes I naif an kitty was just so afraid of me, 1 felt
sorry for it, and corned away!"
hour from hat rack to front door.
Woman's Home Companion.
Harper's ttii7tir.
Knsy-goin-

g,

OUT OF DATE.

"The Dillhurvs are
"What street had I better take to
people."
find the lady's father?
"Yes, indeed. They are always
"If you want my advice, you'll
to make both ends meet."
trying
take Bradstreet."
IN

THE BARNYARD.

THOUGHTFUL CHILD.

INTELLIGENT GIRL.

CONSEQUENCES.

"Yes, my son was rather wild, but
settled down."
"I know a few of his creditors
who wish he would settle up."

now he has

JUST LIKE THEM.

Maud Why do you always wear
I do not approve
He (sternly)
"Why are they making all this
gloves when you are playing cards?
fuss over the turkey trot ?
of hobble skirts.
Alice Because Jack told me 1
She (petulantly)
"Because it ii considered a fowl
That's because;
mutt Devcr show my baud.
unusemeat, stupid."
joim i parrot I

Particularly the Ladies.

ADVANTAGE OF DEEP TILLAGE

ALFALFA ON DRY LAND

Not only pleasant and refreshing to
Drouth of 1911 Stirred Up Interest
the taste, but gently cleansing and sweetAmong Farmers on Problem or
ening to the system, 'Syrup of Figs and
Moisture Conservation.
"Conditions
Under Which
Three
Elixir of Senna is particularly adapted
Farmers May Try Crop.
The great drouth of 1911 caused a
to ladies and children, and beneficial in
crop shrinkage of hundreds of milall cases in which a wholesome, strengthlions of bushels. But it wrought a
ening and effective laxative should be
used. It is perfectly safe at all times and First, Where Sufficient Moisture Can benefit that cannot be calculated. It
stirred up an Interest in deep tilling,
Be Secured, In Locations Where
dispels colds, headaches and the paint
and the conservation of molBture that
Handy
Is
and
Pumping
Plant
caused by indigestion and constipation to
will spread until every farmer knows
on Deep 8oll.
promptly and effectively that it is the one
how to protect his crops against the
perfect family laxative which gives satis- (By FHILO K. BLINN. Alfalfa Special- dryest season. You hear deep tillage
ist. Colorado Agricultural College.)
faction to all and is recommended by
discussed at the farming congresses,
Alfalfa under dry farming condi- says the Farm, Stock and Home. You
millions of families who have used it and
grow
who have personal knowledge of its ex- tions can not be expected tosuccess read about It In every leading farm
with the same measure of
paper. It Is the talk at the Institutes
cellence.
that It does under irrigation, nor and granges.
It will not be many years
Its wonderful popularity, however, has should the dry
farmer expect success
led unscrupulous dealers to offer imita- when alfalfa Is sown in the Bame man- nutil we are getting out of our poor
soil all that It Is capable of producing
Theretions which act unsatisfactorily.
ner that Is usually sown under Irrithat too, without "soil mining"
fore, when buying, to get its beneficial gation; a different system of cultiva- or and
"soil robbing.'
full
of
effects, always note the
name the tion must be employed.
The Introduction of deep tillage
Alfalfa is a very drought enduring tools Is another reason for the wideCompany California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every plant when Jt is once well estab- spread determination
to go deeper
package of the genuine Syrup- - of Figt lished. If its roots can reach some into the soil, at this time. Heretofore
misdeep
sub soil moisture, but It is a
It has been Exceedingly difficult for
and Elixir of Senna.
idea that the roots of alfalfa will the farmer to till as deeply as recomFor sale by all leading druggists. Price taken
penetrate through dry soil to reach mended with
the ordinary plows at his
50 cents per bottle.
moisture; It Is Impossible. It is es- command. But such tools have proved
sential at the very start, In seeding that they not only till soil deeply but
FOR GOOD MEASURE.
alfalfa, that there should be moisture that they make a pulverized seed bed
In the
It is useless to atall In
operation. The seed bed
tempt to seed alfalfa on dry land, that prepared one
by such tools Is thus an amhas not been previously deeply plowed ple reservoir to hold the early spring
for several years, so that moisture has rains. It will absorb three times as
penetrated to considerable depth. If much moisture as a shallow tilled
one contemplates seeding alfalfa, the field. The
farther down the moisture
best plan is to summer till the pre- goes the less the' evaporation.
The
vious season with clean cultivation.
farther down the sot; Is pulverized the
are
There
at least three conditions roots will go, thus getting all the
under which farmers could be advised drink they need even when no rain
to try alfalfa In the dry farming dis- falls. We
have plenty of moisture
tricts.
now. Heavy rains everywhere.
We
1. Along creek
Deds or water will have oceans of water all winter
courses, where water or moisture from and next spring.
It may make thought
the underflow would supply the plants less people tired to think about water
sufficiently to produce a fair crop.
now but the
farmer
2. In locations that might be waknows that he will need water Just as
tered with a pumping plant, or where much next July and August as he did
the run-of- f
from storms could be di in 1911 and he will prepare
to
verted onlo fields, which were ade save it.
quately ditched and furrowed to re
ceive the water that might be avail
able after heavy storms from land ly PLAN FOR SAVING RAINFALL
Tommy Say. Pop, does a person ing above. There are doubtless many
Plow the Field as Soon as Crop Has
ever get something for nothing?
touch spots through the dry farming
e
Been Harvested and Follow This
Papa Sometimes, and a prison
sections that could be well devoted to
Up With Drag.
usually goes with It
alfalfa.
8. On deep soil that has good mols
Moisture conservation is not a sure
Puzzle of Living.
ture retention, and that has been
cure for crop failure. Every farmer,
Religionists chlded about their Ina- deeply tilled to establish sub-sobility to agree on points of faith might moisture, alfalfa could be sown with though, knows what three or four
point out that they differ only In Inci- a view to producing seed by seeding Inches of additional rain during a dry
dentals and not essentials, whereas In wide rows, 30 to 40 Inches apart, season will do, and when it is realized
the scientists differ on everything. and sown very thinly in the rows that It Is possible and feasible to con
Take the science of living. A week This has been a success in an expert serve moisture to that extent it begins
ago you would have "died if you drank mental way at several points in the to look as though the saving of mois
from oue year to another would
water with your meals." Now they United States, and when the condi ture
say It doesn't do any harm at all. One tions are understood, there is doubt- help some In case of snort rainfall.
variety says: "Eat meat, lots of It, to less a great field for some men situat Three or four Inches of rain carried
build good, rich blood." Another says ed to engage in alfalfa seed growing, over from one season to the next
Under all dry farming conditions It means three or four hundred tons of
meat Is poison; that vegetables are
an acre in the subsoil water
the oniy food. A third declares meat is advisable to sow alfalfa in rows water'
enough
to carry a growing crop
to
debility,
lntertlllage,
conserve
mols
for
the
and vegetables both Increase
any
through
ordinary dry
It
and that you will live twice as long ture and to control the weeds, the is possible to carry even weather.
more than
on raw fruits and nuts. Some say width of the rows depending some
from one year to another, says
It what upon the probable moisture sup this
"Talk with your meals, laugh;
A. H. Leldigh, assistant professor of
ply.
d'igest"
equal
Under
conditions
almost
Others Insist
makes the food
crops at the Kansas agricultural col
silence Is never so golden as at the to irrigation, rows 18 to 20 inches lege. How can the rainfall be saved?
apart have been successful, but on dry
table.
has
land which receives only the actual Plow the field as soon as the crop
been harvested. If it is spring or sumprecipitation
15
12
rows
to
Inches,
of
Evidence.
mer, follow the plow with a drag,
"What makes you think our great 40 Inches apart are necessary, the The rains will soak Into the soil in
plants
rows
In
must
of
the
stand
be
public men don't work as hard as
very thin, for the overpasturlng of the stead of, running off the surface or
.they used to?"
evaporating. Fall plowing should not
.replied limited moisture supply will be Just be dragged, as there is danger of the
"By the photographs,"
overcrowding
as
as
lim
disastrous,
a
"When I was a
Farmer CorntOBSel.
soil either packing or becoming dry
young feller the big men In politics ited water supply with a great herd of and blowing.
The extra expense of
cattle.
didn't take near as much time to. git
following
a plan ought not to
such
Cultivation Is absolutely essential to
shaved and have their hair cut."
more than a dollar an acre at
all dry farming crops, and especially cost
be done
alfalfa, to hold the moisture and to most- Many places it could pays
big
at a much smaller cost. It
A WOMAN DOCTOR
keep clean of weeds.
Interest on the Investment even at the
Waa Quick to Ste That Coffee. P&lton
There are several difficulties to be higher
figure.
Was Doing the Mischief.
met In growing alfalfa in rows. First,
securing a stand of plants, and fightCritical Point of Poult
A lady tells of a bad case of coffee ing weeds, which can only be met by
poisoning, and tells It In a way so sim- thorough preparation of the soil and
The critical period on the young
ple and straightforward that literary good careful cultivation. Second, blow-In- g turkey is generally at an end when
kill could not Improve It
and washing of the cultivated soil six weeks old. In breeding, lice, damp"I had neuralgic headaches for 12 between the rows by wind and rains. ness and improper food are the main
years," she says, "and have suffered Selecting the fields not subject to causes for great mortality.
untold agony. When I first began to these troubles Is a wise precaution,
have them I weighed 140 pounds, but and It Is advisable to 'sow the rows In
Overcrowding Is Dangerous.
they brought me down to 110.
Overcrowding on roosts at night is
the opposite way to the direction of
"I went to many doctors and they the prevailing winds, but In
same one of the chief causes of a cold and
gave me only temporary relief. So I direction that the water will the
run best. its successor, roup.
aufTered on, till one day, a woman
doctor advised me to drink PoBtum.
She said I looked like I was coffee GOOD BREEDING BIRDS HIGH
poisoned.
"So I began to drink Postum, and Eggs From Fowls May Be Secured at
gained 15 pounds In the first few
Quite Reasonable Figures at
weeks and am still gaining, but not so
Season When Most Needed.
fast as at first. My headaches began
to leave me after I had used Postum
Good breeding birds in the spring
about two weeks long enough, I ex of the year are scarce and hard to
pect, to get the coffee poison out of get. Such as have been kept through
my system.
the winter being held at a high price
"Now that a few months have pass and frequently can not be bought at
ed since I began to use PosUumr I can all. It Is certain that birds which
gladly say that I never know what a have been selected and mated up for
Plucking of the fowls begins Immeneuralgic headache Is like any more, the use of the owner will not be readdiately after killing and should be
and It was nothing but Postum that ily disposed of at such prices as rapidly done.
relieved me.
would make them a profitable InvestThe success of turkey raising de
"Before I used Postum I never ment for the buyer. Though eggs pends
upon the kind of care given for
went out alone; I would get bewilder- from these birds may be bought at
five or six weeks.
first
the
ed and would not know which way to Quite reasonable figures, and the buyOeese fattened wholly on pasture or
turn. Now I go alone and my head er will thus be enabled to secure the with
the addition of a little corn make
la as clear ais a bell. My brain and best of stock at a season when most
tender, Juicy article of flesh not to
a
nerves are stronger than they have needed and at prices which will per- be equaled.
been for years."
Name given by mit of their profitable use.
Chickens will not scratch whnn
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
they are overfed nor when there is no
"There's a reason," and It Is explain-- '
Dairy Waste.
feed in the litter. The idea is to keep
ed In the little book, "The Road to
The greatest waste in the dairy Is them scratching.
Wellvllle," In pkgs.
lbs waste of 'uisclentlflo feeding
The successful feeding of poultry
read tb abova lettert A
Btw
stuffing
largely on the ability of the
expensive
pouring
depends
food
into
appear
to
tma
tUna. Taay
from tlma
feeder to notice the condition of the
ara aoaulaa, faa, aa4 full al aamaa sows that are unsuitable for the
lalasaat,
of milk.
.
chickens on (ee&
.

sub-soi-

l.

'

.

long-heade- d

aen-tenc-

il
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WILL TELL

OF JURY

BRIBING

FRANKLIN TO BE STAR WITNESS
AGAINST

DARROW.

DOCTORS TAILED
RESTORED BY PERUNA.

Catarrh of the Lungs
Threatened Her Life

Miss Ninette Porter, Bralntree, VerConfessed Briber Will be Allowed to
mont, writes: "I have been cured by
Pay Fine in Return for AssistPeruna.
ance to State.
"I had. several hemorrhages of the
Los Angeles, Cal. District Attor lungs. The doctors did not help me
ney Fredericks announces that Bert much and would never have cured me.
"I saw a testimonial in a Peruna
H.. Franklin, former McNamara detective, will bo the state's star witness almanac of a case similar to mine, and
ho is I commenced usiag It.
against Attorney Darrow,
"I was not able to wait on myself
charged with bribery.
Fredericks
further stated that when I began using it. I gained very
Franklin will take the stand at the slowly at first, but I could see that it
tell fully of was helping me.
trial of Mr. Darrow--.an"After I had taken it a while I comhis part in the alleged attempt to
bribe jurors In the McNamara case.
menced to raise up a stringy, sticky
For his complete confession and in substance from rry lungs. This grew
the light of the fact that the George less and less in quantity as I continM. Lockwood bribery
charge still ued the treatment.
hangs over his head, Franklin will be
"I grew more fleshy than I had been
permitted to pay a fine of $2,500.
for a long time, and now I call myself
Coupled with the entering of a plea welL"
a decisive
of guilty by Franklin-w- as
KOB 8A1.E-2AC IN OIIA8K CO., KAN. : HO
victory won by the Darrow defense ac.
cull.; 4 r. huusp, Imrn, oiiIIiMkh, uiThavd,
when the Chicago attorney appeared lc., near Elmilaie. I'UACUT, IIx 811), CUlcaK".
before Judge Hutton In the superior
HIS THOUGHT.
court to have his case Bet down for
trial.
Judge Hutton, following a confer- ence with the Judges of the district
court of appeals and a careful study
of the law governing the taking of
evidence before a grand Jury, reversed
his former decision following that of
the supreme court, and caused an order to be Issued directing the dis
trict attorney to furnish the defense
with a complete transcript of the evidence.
Judge Hutton declares that the de
fense is entitled to a full transcript
of the testimony under his view of
the law, and that If the district attorney can not furnish the evidence
omitted from the transcript the case
should be again taken before the
grand Jury.
81)

DOCTOR

SUDDENLY

DISAPPEARS

Physician Answers
Trenton
Mysterious Night Call and Now
Cannot be Found.
(Mo.)

Trenton, Missouri. While on , his
way to answer a mysterious call to
the outskirts of town, Dr. O. W. Bel
cher mysteriously dropped from sight
and authorities here are working on
the theory that he has been kidnaped.
Doctor Belcher, It is said, waa in a
position to give - evidence in a coro
ner's case now pending which might
have Involved a number of Trenton
persons.
The doctor is 35 years old and is
married. He had been out of the
city and when he returned at night
he found a call from the, east part
of the city. After he drove away
nothing has been seen of him. The
horse was found wandering along a
road In the east part of town at 4
o'clock In the morning. In the buggy
was the doctor's instrument case and
in it was $G5. This was taken as an
indication that the doctor had not
been slugged and robbed.
.

TWO WRECKS INJURE SEVENTEEN

Henson

He Bald he could ndver forI wonder what he

get his alma mater.
meant?
Henpeck
guess.

His'

mother-in-la-

1

Papa'it Past.
Little Helen's mamma was discussing the drink quesition with a visitor
and the child listened gravely to the
conversation.
"Papa used to drink," she volun- "
teered suddenly.
The visitor turned her head to conceal a eraile, and- - mamma frowned
and shook her head at the little one.
"Well, then," demanded Helen,-"whawas it he used to do?" Lippin-cott'- s
Magazine.
'

t

Obliged anyway.
"The writer," says Senator J.. I
Brady, "was complimented highly the
other day. He received a booklet called 'Santa Fe De Luxe,' marked personal and the words three times underlined. It was a description of the
uew extra fare train. There was once
an old colored man who was asked
to change a flO bill. 'I cannot do it,'
he replied, 'but I am obliged to you
for the suspicion.' "

A Curious Mind.
"You are acquainted with Digsforth,
I believe?"
"Oh, yes."
"He likes to be well informed conSt Louis, Mo. Fourteen passengers were injured when a sleeper cerning matters that very few peotrain of three cars on the Illinois ple know anything about."
"For instance?"
Traction system was derailed and
"He is familiar with the achieveturned over in a ditch at Benld, HI.,
ments of all the American immortals
SO miles northeast of St. Louis.
A report from the company's di- whose names appear on the revised
vision headquarters at Staunton, 111., list"
was that every passenger on the train,
An Alarmist.
among them several women, were cut
"Jibwock is a very disquieting indiand bruised when tie cars turned
vidual."
turtle.
"Indeed he is. Jibwock seems to
Davenport, Iowa. Three Pullman have been born with no other purpose
coaches of train No. 6 on the Rock in life than to yell 'Fire!' "
Island left the track near Atkinson,
Use Allen's Foot-Ea111., early In' the morning and tumbled
The antiseptic powder to be shaken Into
over Jnto a ditch.
for tired, tender, smarting, och-inThe passenger3 crawled out through the shoes
swollen feet. It makes your feet feel
windows of the coaches and another easy and makes walking a Delight. Sold
passenger
train, following picked everywhere, 25c. For free trial package,
address Alleu S. Olmsted, Le Uoy, N. x.
them up and took them to Chicago.

Three Cars Turn Turtle on Illinois
Traction System Every
Injured.
Pas-eng- er

se

Makes It Easy for Shoe Trust.
Boston, Massachusetts. The criminal proceedings of the department of
Justice against five officials of the
United Shoe Machinery company received a setback when Judge Putnam
threw four of the five counts in the
two indictments out of court The remaining count, which the government
may press against the five defendants,
charges monopoly through the system
of leases of patent machinery. They
will plead to this charge next week,.
Expect Trouble In Iowa.
Des Moines, Iowa. The walkout of
English miners is expected to be
followed shortly by a strike of several hundred
thousand
American
miners, including the 20.000 men em
ployed In the Iowa field, according to
Thomas Ray, president of an Iowa
mining company. The wages scale
agreement expiring April 1 will be
taken up at the meeting of the mm- erg of Iowa March 14.

His View.

"Tell me about Spain, roraantlo
Spain."
"Well," said the motorist, "there are
a few had places as you come 'down
the mountains, but in the main the
roads are pretty good."
The Paxton Toilet Co. of Boston,
Mass., will send a large trial box of
Paxtlne Antiseptic, a delightful cleansing and germicidal toilet preparation,
to any woman, free, upon request. ,

Hard to Find.
"Here are some verses entitled,
'The Road to Arcady.' "
"Pshaw! Almost any poet can tell
the way to Arcady, but none ot them
ever gets there."
--

The Remedy that revolutionize and
of constipation
generates the
Garfield Tea, a herb combination.
vit-ti-

re-

is

Many a girl repents at leisure be
causa she didn't marry in baste.

i

loved and lost , . . For he bad peratlon in the twinkling of an eye; change that were to follow, the' song
begun to live early In life and bad another mood entirely swayed him by In his heart shaped Itself in words
much to look back upon, though for the time he found himself gazing out upon bis lips.
all that It's doubtful If he were more Into the vague, velvety dusk that mo"I'm Paddy Whack
than thirty at the time he became In- mentarily was closing down upon the
From Ballyhack,
fairy-liklong ago turned soldier O
garpanorama
Not
volved In the fortunes of the Pool
of terraced
grand attack.
At
of Flame.
dens and sullen, silken sea. His
Or storm or sack,
For the rest of him, barring the re- thoughts had winged back to that
None than I will prove bolder O I"
fractory tie, the man was strikingly dear woman of whom that fragment
His voice was by way of being a
well groomed, while his surroundings of melody bad put him in mind; and
spoke for comfortable circumstances. be was sighing and heavy of heart tenor of tolerable quality and volume,
On the authority of the absent and re- with longing for the sight of her" and but untrained nothing wonderful. It
was Just the way he trolled out the
gretted Danny, who had long served the touch of her hand.
Even as he watched, stark nlghtell. rollicking stanza that rendered it inthe O'Rourke In the Intimate capaciFor as be
ties of
confidant and black as a pocket beneath a porten- fectious. Irresistible.
chancellor of the exchequer (this last, tous pall of cloud. . . . Far out paused the voice of the woman that
had reminded him of the song capped
"of course, whenever there happened upon the swelling bosom of the
to be any exchequer to require a chana cluster of dim lights be- the verse neatly.
cellor), there was never anyone at all trayed a stealthy coasting steamer,
"An whin wn get the route
1
who could spend money
or wear making westward. Nearer, in the harWtd a shout.
they pout!
How
masbor, a fleet of pleasure craft, riding
clothes like himself, meaning the
Wld a ready right-aboter. And at this time O'Rourke was at anchor on the still, dark tide, was
1"
Goes the bould soldlcr-bo- y
ostensibly In funds and consequently revealed in many faint, wralth-UkBy
(as the saying runs) cutting a wide shapes of gray, all studded with yelO'Rourke caught bis breath, starLOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
swath. Heaven and himself enly knew low stars. Ashore, endless festoons of tled, stunned. "It can't be " he
the limits of his resources: but bis colored lamps draped the gloom of the whispered. For if at first her voice,
manner a Monte Crlsto might have terraces; the facade of the Casino subdued In distance, bad stirred bis
aped to advantage. His play was a stood out lurid against the darkness; memory with a touch as vague and
Illustrations by Ellsworth Taunt
wonder of the Casino; for the matter the hotels Bhone with reflected bril- thrilling as the caress of a woman's
of that, his
and extrava- liance, the palace of the Prince de hand in darkness, now that he beard
r
gant ways had made the entire Prin- Monaco loomed high upon the penin- the full strength of that soprano,
Copyright 1BU9, by Louis Joseph Vance
cipality
picked
wtlb
Monaco
out
ho
sure
spirited,
was
of
of
elevations
his
sula,
conscious
its
and
he
i 1
presence In the land. And you fail lines of Boft fire.
knew the singer. He told himself that
CHAPTER I.
In the least to understand the nature
The O'Rourke shook his head, con- there could be no two women In the
"'Tis beautiful." he world with voices Just like that; not
A Btlll and sultry dunk had fallen, of the man If you think for a moment demning It all.
iloslng an oppressive, wearing day: that it Irked him to be admired', point- said; "faith, yesl 'tis all of that But another than ber he knew could have
one of those days whoso sole function ed out, courted, pursued. He was, In- I'm thinking 'tis too beautiful to be rendered the words with so true a
seems to reside In rendering ua Irri- deed, never bo splendid as when good for one like some women I've spirit, so rare a brogue tinged as
aware that he occupied the public eye. known In me time. 'Tis not good for that had been with the faintest,
tably conscious of our
cassure;
'tis
the quaintest exotic Inflection imaginings of
flesh; whose bumld In short, he was Just an Irishman. Terence that's
.
So, then, it's nothing wonder- O'Rourke that's going stale and soft able.
and Inert atmosphere, Bodden with .
Me
But she had stopped with the
tepid moisture, clings palpably to the ful that he should seem a thought fini- with all this easy living.
that has more than many another to verse half sung. His pulses quickenbody, causing men to feel as If they cal about the Bet of his tie.
Now as he stood scowling at his live for and hope for and strive for! ing, O'Rourke leaned forth from the
crawled,
at the botimage, and wishing from the bottom . . . And I'm lingering here In the window and carried it on:
tom of a sea of rarefied water.
The hour may have been eight'; it of his heart he bad never been fool very lap of luxury stuffing meself with
"O. 'tis thin the ladles fair
may have been not quite that, but It enough to let Danny leave him, and rare food, befuddling meself with
In despair
calling
fought
a
me
upon
fervent
blessings
has
down
wines
that
rarer
Tear their hair!
was almost dark. The windows were
But "n dlvvle a bit I care!'
oblongs, black as night In the yellow the head of the Bend who first design- day and a night and a half a day atop
1"
Crlee the bould soldier-boevening-dres- s
ed
of
modern
nothing
glass
a
and
for men he of that on
walla of O'Rourke's bedchamber In the
found himself sudd?n1y with a mind muddy water! risking me money as
pause.
a
The.
listened
fell
He
Hotel d'Orlent. Monte Carlo.,
i
whatever and at- If there was no end to It, throwing it with his heart In bis mouth, but heard
I have the honor to make
known divested of any care
alone to a" sound which came away in scandalous tips like any nothing. And It seemed Impossible to
to you
the O'Rourke of Castle tentive
to him faintly, borne upon the heavy drunken sailor! And all for the scant
surmise whence, from which one of all
O'Rourke In the county of Galway, wings
of the sluggish evening air. satisfaction of behaving like a fool of the rooms with windows opening upon
Ireland; otherwise and more widely
It
was
nothing more nor less than a an Irishman. . . 'Tis sickening dis- that side of the hotel, had come the
known as Colonel Terence O'Rourke;
. .
I'm voice of
a chevalier of the Legion of Honor of woman singing softly to herself (hum- gusting; naught less. .
the woman. She might as
well have been above as below him,
France; sometime an officer In the ming would probabjy be the more ac- thinking this night ends it, though;
up
curate
pulling
term),
morning
be
it
was
I'll
and
come
merely
the
the
or on either side: he could not guess.
Foreign Legion in Algiers; a wandercosmopol- tune that caught his fancy; a bit of stakes and striking out for a healthier, But he was determined.
er, spendthrift,
an
song
old
he himself had once simpler place, where there's someNow there was beneath his window
ite a gentleman-adventurer- ,
he's been
been wont to sing, upon a time when thing afoot a man can take an Inter- a balcony with a floor of wood and a
termed.
he had been a happier man. It seem- est in without losing his
rail of
a long balcony,
He was dressing for dinner. The
extending from one corner of the hoglare of half a dozen electric bulbs dis- ed strange to hear it there, stranger . . . I'll do Just that, I will!"
still
the woman's voice, indistinct
This be meant firmly, and was glad tel to the other. At Intervals it was
covered him all but ready for public as that
it was, should have such a familiar of It, with a heart Immeasurably light- splashed with light from
appe .ranee not, however, quite ready.
the windows
ring in bis memory. He frowned in ened by the strength of his good res- of chambers
In hi shirt sleeves he faced a cheval-glasstill occupied by guests
wonder
and
shook
age
his
old
head.
began
to
"The
the
hum
He
olution.
plucklly (if with the haggard
blated or busy, like himself, with the
eye of exasperation) endeavoring to
task of dressing for the evening. The
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outmaneuver a demon of inanimate
perversity which bad entered Into his
dress tie, inciting It to refuse to assume, for all his coaxing and his stratagems, that effect of nonchalant perfection so much sought after, so seldom achieved.
Patently was the thing possessed
by a devil; O'Rourke made no manner
of doubt of that. Though for minutes
at a time he fumbled, fidgeted, fumed
it was without avail.
His room itself was In a state of
"nslderable disorder something due
mainly to O'Rourke's characteristic ef-- '
forts to find just what be might happen to desire at any given Jime without troubling to think where It ought
properly to be.
Something of this contusion, mirrored In the glass, was likewise reflected in O'Rourke's eyes, what time
he paused for breath and profanity.
"Faith, 'Us worse than a daw's neat,
the place," he admitted, scandalized.
rtHow ever did I one lone man do
all that, will ye be telling me?" He
flung out two helpless baffled hands,
and let them fall. After a meditative
pause he added: "Damn that Alsatian!" with reference to bis latest
and least competent valet, whe had
but recently been discharged with a
Gea In his ear and a month's unearn
ed wage In his pocket "For knowing
me ways," 6lghed O'Rourke, "there
wns never anyone the like of Danny."
For as many as three livelong days
this man bad been reduced to the necessity of dressing himself with his
own fair bands and that at least
thrice daily, who did nothing by
halves. And, somehow, mysteriously,
his discarded garments bad for the
most part remained where be had
thrown them, despite the earnest efforts of the femme de chambre to
something resembling order from
this
chaos.
For servants
all liked well the O'Rourke, improvident soul that be was, freehanded
to a fault.
You are Invited to picture to yourself O'Roupke as Invariably he was
In one of bis not Infrequent but ever
transient phases of affluence: that Is,
a very magnificent figure Indeed.
Standing a bit over six feet, deep of
chest and lean of flank, with his long,
straight legs he looked what be bad
been meant to be, a man of arms and
action. His bead was shapely, its
dark hall curling the least In the
jvorld; and, Incredibly stained, a transparent brown, bis features were lean,
eager, and rendered very attractive
by quick boyish eyes in whose warm
bluegray depths humor twinkled
more often than not, though those
same eyes were not seldom thoughtful, a trace wistful, perhaps,- with
(be look of one who recalls dear memu4
orial. .ki frier dn
weetheaxu

window to bis left was alight; that
on his right, dark. With half his body
on the balcony, his legs dangling within the room, O'Rourke watched the
opening on his left with jealous,
breathless expectancy. Not a sound
came therefrom. He hesitated.
"If that weren't her room, I'd hear
somebody moving about," he reasoned.
" 'Tis frightened she is not suspect-i'tis me. . . . But how do I know
'tis herself?
Faith! could me
ears deceive me?"
With that he took heart of hope and
broke manfully into the chorus, singing directly to the lighted window,
singing the first line with ardor and
fervor, with confidence and with 'hope,
singing persuasively, pleadingly, anxiously. Insistently.
n

....

"
us
"For the worrld Is all befo-or- e
he sang and then paused. He heard
no echo. And again he essayed, with
that In his tone to melt a heart of
ice:

"For the worrld

all

"

us

befo-or- e

And now he triumphed and was
lifted out ot himself with sheer delight; for from the adjoining room
came the next line:
"And landladies

ado-or- e

man-mad-

O'Rourke Caught his Breath, Stunned.
of miracles Is past," he muttered;
" 'twould never be herself. I've had
me chance and forfeited It 'Twill
not come to me a second time. . . ."
The singing ceased. Of a sudden

O'Rourke swore with needless beat,
and, plucking away (be offendiuy tie,
cast It savagely from him. "The dlv-vi- e
fly away with ye!" he said. "Is it
bent on driving me mad ye are? I'd
give me fortune to have Danny back!
.
.
Me fortune faith!" He laughed the word to bitter scorn. " "Tis
meself that never had the least of anything like that without 'twas feminine
with a 'mis-- ' tacked onto the front
And be strode away to the
of it!"
window to cool off.
U wan Uka him to

foraat oil

exaa-

tuue that
had set
broke off
ly at the

the unknown woman's vole
buzzing in his brain, and
to snap his fingers defiantCasino.
"That for ye!" he
flouted It "sitting there with your
painted smile and your cold eyes, like
the brazen huzzy ye are Goddess of
Chance, Indeed! thinking ye . have
but to bide your time for all men to
come and render up their souls to ye!
Here's once ye lose, madam; after this
night I'm done with ye; not a sou of
mine will ever again cross your tables.
I'll have ye to understand the
O'Rourke's a reformed character from
the morning on!"
He laughed softly, In high leather
with his conceit; and, thinking cheerfully ot tut) days of movement and

ua
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on

shooting-Jacke- t

the

door, perhaps In revenge for neglect
and
maliciously wound Itself around his feet and all but threw
him headlong; only a frantic clutch at
the footrall of the bed saved him.
Kicking the thing savagely off he
flung himself upon the door and threw
It open. His Jaw dropped.
i
The lift shaft was directly opposite.
Before It, in more or less patient waiting, stood a very young and beautiful
woman in a gown whose extreme candor was surpassed only by the perfection of its design and appointment
both blatant of the Rue de la Palx:
a type as common to the cognoscenti
of Monte Carlo as the Swiss hotel porters. But O'Rourke did not know hef
from Eve.
"The dlvvle!" said he beneath his
breath.
He was mistaken; but the young
woman, at first startled by his unceremonious appearance, on Instantaneous second thought decided to permit him to discover that twin imps,
at least, resided in her eyes. And
when bis disappointment
prevented
him from recognizing them, her dawning smile was swiftly erased and her
ascending eyebrows spoke eloquently
enough of her haughty displeasure.
Synchronously the lift hesitated at
that landing and the gate clanged
wide; the young woman wound her
skirt about her and showed him a
back which at any other time would
have evoked his unstinted admiration.
Then the gate shot to with a rattle
and bang, and the lift dropped out of
sight, leaving the man with mouth
agape and eyes as wide.
A beaming but elderly femme de
cbambie on duty In the corridor, remarking O'Rourke's pause of stupefied
chagrin, hoped and believed he deeded her services. She bore down upon
him accordingly.
"M'sieu' is desirous of ?"
He came out of his trance. "Nothing." he told her with acid brevity.
"But, yes." he reconsidered with
haste. "That lady who but this moment took the lift her name?"
"Her name, m'sieu'? Ma'm'selle Voltaire."

"Impossible!" he told himself aloud,
utterly unable to forge any connecting
link between the lady in the lift and
her whose voice had bewitched him.
"But assuredly, m'sieu'. Do I not
know I who have waited upon her
hand and foot these three days and to
whom she has not given as much as
that" The woman ticked a fingeragainst
nail
her
strong
white
teeth.
"Ma'm'selle Vlctorine Voltaire," she asserted stubbornly.
O'Rourke fumbled in his pocket and
found a golden
piece, surrendering it to the woman as heedlessly
as though it had been as many centimes. "I'll be leaving Tjie room in five
minutes, now. And do ye, for the love
of Heaven, me dear, try to set me
things the least trifle to rights. Will
ye now, like the best little girl In
the world?"
The best little girl In the world,
who was forty-fivif a day. promised
miracles with a bob of a courtesy.
But so disgruntled was O'Rourke that
he shut his door In her face.
"Tis meself that's the fool," ha
said savagely enough, "to think for a
moment that ever again I'll set me
eyes on her pretty face-G- od
bless it
wherever she may be!
For
why should I deserve to I, the
s
adventurer?"
ten-fran- c

e
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Unable to contain
himself, he ARE YOU ON OPPOSITE
SIDE?
chimed in, and In duet they sang It
out to the rousing finale:
Frank Crane Thinks the "Standing
Minority Report" Necessary to
"They ne'er rayfuse to
ua.
But chalk ua up wld joy
Keep Mankind Honest,
We taste her tap, we tear her cap
'O, that's the chap
Doubtless each of us knows someFor me,' cries she
one in his circle of acquaintances
'Whlroo!
Isn't he the darllnt, the bould soldier-bo- y who Is intellectually contrary. Such
T "
a one delights to take on every occaAs the last note rang out and died, sion tbe opposite side.
If be is In a religious community he
the next window was darkened; the
woman had switched off the lights. will take his stand firmly for atheism;
He beard a fa.'nt rustle of silken ruf- if he is among scoffers he will argue
" 'Tis herself," be declared
fles.
in Just as valiantly for the church. He
an agony of anticipation "herself and is a standing minority report He la
And I'm thinking she'll a crooked stick that will not lie la
none other!
be coming to the window now "
the woodpile. Like Goethe's devil
He was right Abruptly be discov- he Is the spirit who constantly deered her by the reflected glow from nies.
the Illumination behind him. He was
This class of persons Is a steady,
conscious of the pallid oval of her normal crop In the field of humanity,
face, of a sleek white sheen ot arms We would not get along without them.
and shoulders, of a dark mass of balr, They keep the kettle or things stirred,
but more than all else of the glamour which otherwise would totti
of eyes that shone into his softly. spoil. These are they that keep
the
like limpid pools of darkness touched course ot social life pure as a runby dim starlight
ning stream and prevent it fmm k
Inflamed, be leaned toward her. coming like a green, stagnant pool.
"Whist, darling!"
he stammered.
iney supply ginger for political
Whist! 'Tis myself 'tis Terence " campaigns. They are th
mh.
But she was gone. A low, stifled of power. They are the watchdogs
ol
laugh was all his answer that and progress.
witbout them religion
the silken whisper of her skirts as she would harden into
scurried from the wiudow. He flush- superstition, falsehoods would be crya- ed crimson, watted an Instant, then lamzeo. in power
and ancient fraud
flung discretion to the winds, and live forever.
They harass mankind
found himself scrambling out upon the into being
honest Frank Crana,
co-o- re

e

-

1

balcony. Heaven only knows to waat
lengths the man would have gone had
net the slam of a door brought him up
standing; she had left her rooml"
So she thought to escape hltn so
easily! He swore between his teeth
with excitement and tumbled baclt
whence he had come. Regardless of
the fact that he was still in bis shirtsleeves be rushed madly for the door.
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THE

HEART

GERMAN PHYSICIAN FINDS FAULT
i
WITH OUR ELEVATORS.

Advlaea Walking Downstairs, but Saya
UfS Elevator Going Up, as It Un-- !
doubtedly Helps to Save tho
Organs of Life.
German physician who has been
visiting this country Is e:i id to hav
declared that riding In our Bwift elevators Is the cause of the lncrctso ol
heart trouble in thl3 country. lie holds
the involuntary catching of the breath
when the elevator starts or stop3 as
responsible.
"Far from causing Injury to the
heart," says the Independent, "elova-torhave spared that Important organ much
strain. There is
probably nothing harder on the hear!
than the going up many flight3 ol
Btairs. Thb pumping of blood through
tlfhtly contracted muscles during the
process of lifting the body up to a
height Is one of the hartVost that the
liep.rt can have.
"Men who are suffering from hear!
disease have been kept at work and
enabled to do, their work longer because of the presence of the elevatoi
than by any advance that there Is in
therapeutics.
While tho elevator is
thus so important an adjunct for the
heart so far as going upstairs Is con
cerned, it is probable that most poopie would be benefited by walking
downstairs occasionally.
"A distinguished German authority
In the treatment of obesity has recom
mended walking downstairs
rathei
rapidly as probably the best possible
means of taking off the surplus tissue,
and particularly that which collects in
the abdominal region and is hard to
move by ordinary forms of exercise,
such as walking and tho like. The
gentle jolting mo ton tends to lead to
the reabsorptlon of the fatty materia!
that is accumulated. Some American
physicians have tried the suggestion
on a number of patients with reported success.
.
- Besides this there is probably no
Detter exercise for the ankle joints
than that of coming downstairs. One
of the most frequent sources of com'
plaint of extreme fatiguo and ol
achy feelings that are often supposed
to' be rheumatic is the yielding ol
the arch of the foot with a tendency
to the development of flatfootedness.
This has grown very common In re
cent years, mainly because of the
small amount of brisk exercise of the
feet that men take.
We do much standing, often stand
ing even on long rides, but little rapid walking. The consequence Is thai
the muscles which normally hold Ihe
Joints of the ankle-flnn- ly
together be
come flabby and allow the gradual
disappearance of the arch and the
relaxation of the ligaments of the
ankle Joints. Many people wear fiatfoot braces for this, and In advanced
cases such a crutch is probably nec
essary.
In most cases, and particularly a
the beginning of yielding of the arch
it would be much hotter if exercises
were practiced to restore the strength
and firmness and contour of the arch
rather than support it by artificial
means. The elevator has taken away
ths exerciso for tho fe.t that used to
b obtained in going up and com
lag down the stalls. Bo far as It Is of
wss In facilitating ascent in the high
buildings It is art advantage. It wou'd
be probably much better, however, if
it wers not used so mu"h for coming
unnr-eessar- y

,

-

-
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Carefree Bohemians.
"How would you like to go to a
Bohemian supper? Lots of literary
people and all that."
"No; the Bohemians aro too fre
and eaey for mo. Last time I we&t
they ran out of cfceeso "rid sprvad
vl--

ltrory

yr.fcto."

Trorouiihn.js-':-

"W'hn I tako

up tai Lien," r.cM tho
cover It conpktflv."

rootlet,

"You do more than that,"' reviled
ijts s urn j
cu fcuty i."

it
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"When Interested and disinterested
persons tried to extract from Molly
Hobart anything except praise of tho
man whom rhe had chosen from
among her' village suitors, they soon
found that it could not be done.
"I went over to see Molly this aft
ernoon," Eaid Mrs. Hansom to her
husband at supper one evening. "I
declare she's right about one thing.
Jake has plenty of invention if he is
F.hackless In his ways. Do you recall
that I asked her last time you and I
were over to the farm what Jake was
keeping those old wheels right out In
the yard for, with most of their spokes

fBtSXi
"T.T

The New Deere

cuiii upon irH.;wciiy ma aiua iinra
with tlut undisputed sign ot superiority the
John Deere Trade Mark.
Both sulky rtni Kunc fitted with a powerful
fnot-- 1 i ft.
works so easy tiiat
Tins special foot-lif- t
anyone can raise or lower the plown with ease.
if you
The gang ha on r'liiha.y hand lever. You can walk and stretch your letrs,
of your hand
like and still control the plow perfectly. The lever is within easy reach any
on
lifting
leverage
other
power
found
sane.
Insuiroca the
and it hua wonderful lifting
A small boy easily lifts tho cws weighted dowu by funows while at a standstill.

Tl

SiqMest

I

THE PAC'iriC MONTHLY..
SPECIAL R ATtS OX THE LEADING
MAGAZIN E OF THE WEST
The Pacific MontKly of p-- e t 1 a n i,
Oregon,

raff

--

tone?"

VVt-st-

nvu

Doxce

Mr. Ransom nodded.

"Well, his wife chuckled, as she
went on with her story," Molly told
mo then that Jake would find a good
use for 'em, and he has. He's took
p.nd knocked away all the spokes that
were left, and he's run those two
hubs down onto two stakes cut In
his meadow, and tied a rope round
each of 'em, and hitched the other
ends to those two cows of his.
"And when I was over there today,
there they were, walking round and
.round, free as you please, and the hub
clipping round and. round with the
repe, and not a chance of their get
ting twisted nor tangled!
"Molly says Jake has some thoughts
of getting out a patent on his Idea.
S'posa he could?" Youth's Compan-

easy runinny

goou Riiiix WUCC13

.

B

C'fC

axics mu iu wit.

The

Equal Distribution ol
veiy2it oa eacli
el

tf

"Gold
Medal
Line"

award at every
mht
Fair or Exposition
fkrj World's
since 1840.
.

XOell 'GattitiQS,

ion. .

jlenna

His Wife Knew.
"Strange," mused a north side man
when he was more or l;3s dexterously
flshiLg clinkers out of l is furnace with
a poker, he spearnJ a bright, silvery
fuccd mass about the tine of a No. S

Piukcp.

ffanks, all kinds cf galvanized Jren and
flepairir.a

di

qa-tio-

-

Oreifnu.-

.

fin X$rk,

and 9rcmptlii S)cue

IHcatUf

October number had a beautifully illuatrat-s- cl
article
Surccit in Grewiar Applet.
Other aiticlei shortly t be publish
art
Success with Live Stoclt, Success ia Grw- irj Walnuts, Sucttsi with Fadsltr Crops.
These articles are written by txperts, a4
are not only tiutlioritiitirx, fcttt Ttry m- esting.
In addition to the above, Tae Faaific
.Monthly each niorth publishes a larfe number cl clean, wholesome, readable storia
and stroi e indepandtnt article on the
of the day.
The price f 1 he Pacific Mtkly it
it t n w
Jl.SOaytax. T intraWu
lac
readers, it wiil bt sent far six
C. 50 if tins paper is rntationsd.
Pifific Maatkly, Feclaa4,
Address:

sntc

Ahe hrcprUtsn cf

z

a series of iplcnU4

Is pwblisltiiid

vrtirlrs cl)ottt the various industries in the
The September number contain
Tke
an article. on irecess with I herriei.

of ell the fiiction on a plow bottom comes In front of a line drawn up and down
a niira vna v?.y uactc iiom me poini. i n pttunai
acrosfl the incuiatioara
ytu
of John Deere plow bottoms enaines in em 10 oeneiraie lue aun uiioi uu
wncre
me
Oi the txittom
iriruou is nc.viebi.
Wtiteorcall on ut. Wo want to tell you about the other exclusive
patented improvements on tho Ssevr Deere bulky and Uang sum as aq- -

7556

.!.
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SPKCSAL OFFER:

T:'J Haiti i tnt!A-Jmr.'jS
opt
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An Inventor.

EkCall's Ha?azine

j

a

yiimmans Sires.

...

r.n

Call Patterns

For Women
than any other
iiaiiunis. ilcCuri s is the
tciiable Kashiou Guide monthly in
ou
l.iillion one hundred thousand
hotucs. Pv :;ides Khowinp; all the late:;t
designs of MOCall Patterns, each issue
is t rtmftil of sparkling short stories
and helpful iiiformatiou for women.
Sns Mor-- T and Kep ia StyU by tubsrribliif

Ii?.T3 Mcro Friends
i
j

E'aoe.

"Extr'crd'nary,

-

1 Laundry, of Amarllle, Taxaa L'
No 18 0
Phon.

The depositors in this Bank are
secured by the laws of this Territory
to the extent of $30,000.00.
Our officers are bonded and we
carry burglary Insurance. Every
safeguard of modern Banking pro- tects you. Come in and see us.

&

8IPK-

Attent for the Panhandle Steam

OP KUNNA, N. f.U

The Kenna Bank

g

R0DER50N,

R. L.

Ke nnaBa n k & T r u stCo

Extraordinary things are coming out
at tho trial In Paris of seven revolutionists on the charge of havlns
threatened and sequcstiAted three of
their comrades whom they suspected
of betraying them, the one for the
epace Of 52 hours, another for 43
hours, and the third for 12, with th
result that their captive cipher! confessions. Th Btory oi two of these
affaira having been related in some of
Uid newspapers, the Judicial authori
ties instituted an inquiry, with the
result that warrants were issued for
the arrest of nine men. Three only
could be captured, as the rest had fled,
but four of the latter surrendered.
Meanwhile, it had been n.Bcerttirrd
that a third ' revolutionist had been
drawn into a trap and also sequestrated, his papers being even seized
at his dwelling. When questioned he
s
and his
assumed full
responsibility for what they had done,
end soon the presiding judge remarked:
"You have, like ua.'a detective de
partment, thanks to which you have
been able to Intercept correspondence,
to shadow people, and to lay traps for
them. You have employed the classic
methods of the police, and you have
also gendarmes, the Jeunes-gardercvolutionnaircs. You have, too, your
magistrates, but there Is this difference, that the accused are not assist'
ed by counsel."
The person to 'whom this was ad- dreueed coolly replied that they left
brutal methods to the regular police.
Did the man who had undergone the
longest sequestration complain? "No,
poor fellow; he was only too glad to
get off so cheaply. It might perhaps
hove been different with the republicans of former days, who did not hesitate to use daggers and revolvers
when they got rid of spies." Paris
Correspondence London Telegraph.

I

fact," t he exyOTICE r'OIt I'l H! ICATION.
claimed as he examined tho motal, tha
Soiilil N'O. 0HTK5.
Identity of which he did not fix Et
Lit p.ivrtni' nt of the lnt"i iir. I'. S.
or.ce. Ka glanced with Interest at his
talcs Lniiil Orficf, Koswell, Ncoal pile, for this N. 13. man is of A
Jnnunrj 2S, I'JIS,
of
eort of scientific turn
mind, and
Xoti-is
k'vit. Ilmt Mii;'.i It. .Tones,
he was somewhat pler.aed wiin hliu-rrl- f
as ho Pfurcd that some kind cf i'f Konnn, New Mi:xli:i, one of Hie lici:s of
ore hrd boon misc-- up with his coal, WilHftiiiM. Jones, tleoeiisetl. U'tu), on January
iir.d Uia furnace acting as a Binelter, tl, UK, in lie
enlry, Seilnl No.
!:ad reduced tho hrig'.it shiny mass 0llTfC, f.irt'u
i. S ; n i ID, T j.v.is'ilii J
therefrom. It tickled him that he had soiilli. I!ant 31 ui'st, N. M I Meiidiur. lias
explained tho matter so easily and he
thought he would modestly show his Died no'.lnc uf Intention lo itinkc Final l r
Pro'., to est ultiii. In belialf of tl:e lieiis.
wife how he had solved the strango
cliiim to tha luiijl nbovo desoriliod, liefoin V.
occurrence.
in Lis otllce,
"T ook hero, dear," he began. . "I T. (.'.wu'il!, II. S. Commissioner,
don't ci'.ppose jou could tell me what Rt Kenna, New Mexieo, on the 12th day if
t'ilj is, couiil you?"
(
March 1012.
"Yes," the smpped. "That's my
t'h'lniiut nauifs ns witnesses:
Hoyil l Smith, Iiise,l Sii.tl U, Judson T
XOTK.-S- he
put the nkillet 'In tho Alihntt, and John Heavers, all of Kennu, Now
fur:: ace to bt.rn oil the dried particles Mexico
T, C. TILLOTSON.
of tuikey huoh. No trace of tfc-- turJtrKlater.
key could be aeen. Cleveland Leader,
In
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Entered February Stli, 1907, at the Kcn-aNew Mexico, Tost UiTice, as second
Class Mail Matter.
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PARIS
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ehninry Mnrclil,

I'():t lTHLK'ATIOX.

NOTICE

Rcrlal No. 0!0:si,
cf Uie Interior, IT, S.
Iar'.'l Office tit Ruswell, Now Me'iilco,
IVLiuary 10. 11)12.
Notice Uhnreliy riven Hint ISojil I'. Pmith,
l;o, on August ?,
of Kenna, New Mexico,
IOC, made liotncr.eail entry, Seilal N'o.
.
for the Southwest i Seoli.it. II, Ton iiflilt 0
south, Runifu 31 rust, N. M. I MeriAian, hss
liled notice of intention to tnuke h'inal l'he-yeal'roof. to e:tnMls'i clahn lo the lard
hove dcserilied, tefore W. T, Cow t'H'i I'. M.
ComimMiloner, In lis rllice ut
Ntw
Mexico, on the 2nd day of April ID12.
C'htlmant names as wltnosres:
Joe I!. Kvanr, I'avld ('., ltoveis. Joi n
JoneM, and Judson T. Ahbott. nil of Kci.na,
1

New Mexico.

-

T. C. TILLOTSON,

Ki'Elsler.
February

?t),

or

i:!:u'---inc-

t.r

at once. Ci'.ts only 50
McCitii'i M.iKa7.ine
s vpir, including any ano of Uw cciebraud
McCi! Pat'.:rM irce.

all others ia stylt, it,
Ft:-si.uplir.tv,
and number sold. ilur
Ci.Ueio cii McCill P.iltfrns than any other tw
ji.iljcacom'Miitd.
Mnr.e hither tiuQ 13 ceats. JSuy
fiutn ytmi 'rlcilL-r- , or by nuii tium

Ltd

McCALL'S MAGAZINE
233-24-

tlirrr

5

V. 37th
Qfj, PrtaUt

t

St., Now York City
tilHsm

fWJ-r

Vhiiksra.

tkUltW fct.

.

"Although you have refused
nay wife, don't you thinlt yon
learu to love." "Well, 1 nil'
once learned to like spinach."- delphia Bulletin.

tc-
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LOCAL AND PERSONAL.

9wn or

'

T'i.A lll1p-- ;

.UlIH

'

V

pcliooi

hoiue every 1st and
3rd Sunday. Everybody conl
ially invited to atfend.
Kliler W. II. Wood.
1

ONION

rti. !jt
14
1l

(Iriili and Swset. )

nil
Mail

PnicrMn, .
ymiiy rills for eonsMpattoit

Feiiti- - shopping.

LIZEK.

Mrs.

ROSWELL SEED CO.,

Dr. H. L.

S.

C. II. Putnam and wifj drove
up to Elidt, yeste.day to do

can fill your

Akus about Swift's

f

FRAVK J. CHFNKY.
worn to before mo find subscribed In my pnwm
thia Mil day of December, A. D.,
A. W. G LEA SON.
Notary Puit w.
mi's Catarrh Cure li tultrn lntcmllT and
upon the hiwxt a"l nuirmis surface of
Bend lor tPtlm(Vil ik (row,
r . J. CHK.NKY
CO.. 1010(10,

TOES
Our stock is in
orders promptly.

?

Ball's Catahhh Clue.

POTA-

SETS-SE- ED

citt of Torino,

LVCAH COUNTY,

innkcn oMh Hint h ta mnir
rtnor of tho firm of V. J. Cheney A Co., lining
btmliipm In the t it v of- ToWlo. Countv unit
MnrnHatrt,
find tint mtr! firm will pny the num of
o.NK HUNIH1LI)
1hLLAHH for mrh and evrry
of Catahhh ttint cannot be cured by the uk

Cnvnm Anmou.nchmr.mt.
TKni!iiii--

Omo

Frank J. Cheney

J R. Holman and Mrs.

Chas.. Barber were Klida. visit
ors, last inursday, net ween
Cressia Cowgill left Tuesday trainp.
for his old homo with his grand
The ilrittoh Iwiysj who were
Roswell. N. M.

f3 PHONOGRAPHS.
want
(f

g
$($

WHERE?

kinds of

-

E. B. Minter, wife and two
children are here from Cemo
Tex. to spend a few months for
the benefit of Ihe wife's health.
Mr. Minter is a brother-in-laof Dr. H. R. Thomas.
.

w

Two Morman preachers were
hero over Sunday ; and held sor
vices. They
'0:n lined until
Tuesday. Po?s'h!y they secured
a tew convert? among the male
population, but if so the names
have not been' furnishe for
publication iji tin great Relig
ious Weekly.
1

Mrs. E. II Northcutfc and
children left Monday for'Canyon
City, where E. 11. and Clarence
have work. Before going Mis.
Northcutt sold her cows toMie.
J. R. Hoi man, or at least three
head of them.

noys nail some
trouble with their pump and
and windmill the first part of
tho week and were short on
stock water. V. A. Fry went
out, Wednesday to help pull and
J. L. Graves has shipped seed repair the pump pipe, as he has
corn to several counties in Texv a batelrof cattle depending on
He raised fine corn for seeding the Cosby weil-fdrinks.
purposes, regardless of the fact
that last year furnished a dry
BOAZ BUDGET.
season in this dry country.
Come to New Mexico.
W. A Stansell was in tow
recently.
Claude Hays and his wife and
J. M Lair and family have
Mother passed through here on
Tuesday's train, enroute for moved to Roswell to spend some
Winniewood Okla; where they time. J. E. M.illaid is earring
expect to reside for some lime for bis stock.
Mr Hays has bjeu h ick the re
for a couple of months.
Rev. Jas. Oliver was unable
to fill his appointment here Sunday so Mr. C. A. Boatman iook
JoeR. Evans has finally se. his place.
cured his filings on addilonal
land. He was delayed several
weeks. on account having to file
Little Jewel Maples, baby
his applications at 2 land offices, daughterof Mr. and Mis. Wm
Fort Sumner and Roswell, part Maples is lifting trouble with
of the land being in each c;i eat ache.

meuosiiv

Wm. U. Chapman made a
to bis claim. He has emLots of New Homestead bills ployment at Topeku Kan. in the
have been intruduced in Con Santa Fe sliop-t- .
gress, and are pending before
tho committees. We will have
some ne
laws, but whether W. K. M.;Cornii k has purchased a shack of W. E.
they will work to the
and lias it moved over on
advantage is not a dehis
place
north oftown.
termined matter by any means.
Very few of our congressmen
Joo Jott wa. home from
if any have ever lived out time
on a homestead, and what they Sweetwater Texas for a few
don't know about real condition days, lie and Ld. went to
Roswell the first the week.
is a plenty.

$

'Jciltt

O

0

U.

OS

carefully and
promptly attended to. Drop in
and see ine. Alwavs
to
teld
i
meet friends, and it is a pleasure
to give vou anv information
within my knowledge.
Office in

The Record Building,

Kenna, N. if.

NEW GROCERY STORE.

TYPEWRITERS

'

4.

GIVEN AWAY.

OSCAR ROBliRSO.N,

North of Livery Barn.
il.McVev is nviking
inaneintnls to take chai'gi? f
Hie I'xlra gar.gs
the R.
0"e

.

l"

o--

wi'ii-

Co

is

!)

U3

i

'

bo.vioeated from
,
a.il LTs ii'.'i.

Mr, Full''!' from. Ilkias was
in to wn recently, getting signers
for a piti'.ion to iiiake. Mr, Coop-

Sl'ri:ll

Drpnrtir.rrt

'.

Ol'Vfls

of the Interior, U. S.
ls."A OtS'vo j,t Roswell, New Mexico,
Januiuy J!,
is 'iereliy irtren Hint
.tli-Siiii'.h. of
e

The Enierson
Typewriter
Company of Woodstock, III.,
have rtcenily given away over
400 of the highest giade, wholly
visible E leif-oTypewriters
.
TIiey liavo
made in thegop.e into every state ami territory in the United States.
some in your town.
They 'm ly
They are giving them away
everywhere to men,, women,
hoys and girls, over IS years of
age, on 'surprisingly
liberal
'
conditions.
If you could make any use of
wo-ld-

10! lTBUC.VTIOX.

NOTICE

Mr L.

Cowgill,

NOTARY PUDLIC

i

have only a small stock at present, but m
it is new, frech and clean, and I will sell as f J
.
K.
!
f
uuus
any iM
as y uii uuu vuy lux
tame
Clicap
where in New Mexico. Come and fee. j
I

(

.

business

W. T.

R

.

S. COMMISSIONER

Record.

--

Brugsler.

iirlidis.
Xtnna,

All

the Jeweler.
Tell Zink you saw his ad In the Kenna

H

tf

W. T. Cowgill,

l

G.V. Zink,

fed

iiuraccn, and ffrep.

9ure, ci'czh Srugs fi "Chemicals, iill
kinds Patent VMUlntt A 6tfck Hem.
&.lie. tStatlcntrq. Rubber Ifd an4

ness at Roswell. Low prices and Square
M deal.
Mr. Zink will fix your watch, if it is out of
0
A repair. Send it to him by mail.

T.t-- a

New Mexico, u lio, on Mnt-L'l5, l'.K7, lnnrte )icnies:p:id
No,
entry. ' Serin
OliiON, for Oio nuriluvesl '.i, Seeilon I. Town
!ii BsouUi, Itnnirc :1 enst. N. M. V. Meii:li;in,
hus llieil notice of intention to make Kir. h)
Civc-yen- r
Proof, to estiiWish clnim to the
lnd nliove (tcserilied, before W. T. Cowuill,
U. S. CoinmlMkioner. In Lis onice nt Kenna.
New Mexico, on the 11th dny of Mnreh. 1012.
Konlo

Claimant names as witnesses:
John A. Holers, Simon K. liickanl, Joe D.
Our literary society held their SWclt,
ItlnuK, nil of Klidii New
nnd r.ee
last program for the season, last Mexico,
T. C. TlI.OTRONT.
Saturday evening. I! was good
Kcgister.
and well attended.
Jununiy 20 Mnreh I.
Elder W.oo l!ow and Olson of
If you are Proving up on
the Mormon faith were in town
Friday. They held services in vour claim be sure and read
theseho'l house but, only bad your Publication Notice
fully
an audience of live, all men.
it appears in the
and if there are any er'There is so much bad in the rors notify this office promptly
best, of us, and so much good in uicl they will be corrected.
Homesteaders are advised t hat
the worst of us, that none of us
costs ?G.OO more to make five
it
rest
the
of us.'
should talk about
jr ar proof on 1B0 acies than it
Miss Allie Mullen and Mrs. does to make commutation
Campbell of Chicago, have been proof, and 12.00 mora 0:1
spending two weeks with Miss The leason fortius will be exMullen's mother, Mr. 15. T. plained by tJ e ofiieer b e f o r e
wh.-iyou make proof.
Little.
JO.

care-whe- n

!

a !? 100,00 typewriter, providing
it did not cost you even one cent,
then in a letter or on a postal

card addressed to Frank L.
Wilder, President, Woodstock,
III., simply say, "Mail me all
your Free Offers," and by return mail you will receive their
Free Olivers, the names of over
if!0 who have recently received
typewriters free, and you will
learn on what easy conditions
you can get one of their typewriters fiee right away.
The Emerson Typewriter is
one of t he highest grade, wholly
visible typewriters made in the
world. Many who have use.l
the "EMERSON" and other
makes pronounce the "EMERSON" superior to any J100.00
typewriter on the market.. It
is a vfio!ly visible machine, has
every new,
feature,
looks like other high
100.00 typewriters, though it"
sells regularly for less and on
terms of ?1.00 down and 10 cents
a day until paid for.
The
"EMKRSON" lias every new
improvement, univeisjl keyboard, back spacer, tabulator,
up-to-da- te

WANTED

SflWiiS
TLe Kumaer 520, Six-ShRspectiag Shotg'in at $25.00
ii a linimm rloss gun irit!i a solid
tV:n::c. '.ik r lo o;pr:ito quie!:-c- r
r.nj sinoollicr actum than uny
ciin-rIt never balks ami is
ct

1

trict.

in rf.-- i Uy btil.inced.
of nny of our
!. tiiKili:i
Kt,- - ealuli i'.
L
C
oi.r lt,o
Send .fur it

viit

home-Btea4e-

te

er land commissioner there'.

or

11

up-to-da-

jZ

All

Watches, Rins, Jewelry, Musical Instru-0 ments,
ATusic Novelties. 13 years in busi--

v

the ground.

Roswell Jeweler.
Records.

At Q. W. Zink's-t- he

&

She Picnna

that

a Talking Machine
When you
'Talks,'-- ' buy a "Victor" or "Edison."

ft

parents at Jonesboro Indiana.

arrested at Roswell, charged
with "b otlegging,"came clear,
W. A. McDowell and Mount. the charges not being proven.
Manning spent a couple clays at
Roswell Ihe first of the week.
We notice that W. P. Hope
has made application to file on
George Norlhcutt returned land down in the Valley, so we
last Friday from his trip into suppose he has let his old home
Texas, we failed to get tab'en stead go back to Uncle Sam.
his conduct while away.
T, O. Narrannro reports the
The Chancey and March ment loss of a few goats and many
chattels were sold last Saturday. Iambs during the recent storms.
Some ai ticks hi ought a very It was awfully bad weather on
fair price, others sold extremely stock of all kinds.
low. -Do you know that' A i buckle
is
the best Fackage Coff"j yon
We have .had damp foggy
'"nights most of the time for tin- can buy? I am tli only dealer in
past two weeks, and many of town that carries this brand.
Oscar Rnberson
the days have been of the like
Tho New Store
character. Lots of moisture in

ithiizidan
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it Kctm:i, Ktiv Nfrxico, to look
after sulicrition renewals and to extend
circulation by special methods which li.ive
Salary and
provrd utuiiinlly .suecessful.
exprrience
t oiimiij.sion.
Whole time or
but not essential.
pare time. Address with refeience, J. F.
ayaiine.
Fairbanks, (iootl H'j;isekecinf
381 Fouilli Ave., New York City.
I'a-viott-
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everything

the best Ms the ideal machiue
for beginners as well as for the
most expert typists and stenographers; just ihe typewriter for
the smallest rtr largest office.
If you could possibly make
any use of a high grade
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though it didn't
cost you one cent 01. money,
then be sure, on a postal card
or in a letter addressed to
"Frank L. Wilder, President,
Woodstock, 111.," say,
your Free Offers."

me
:i
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"Mail

WHERE DOCTORS

DON'T PUT YOUR MOHEY
INTO ROOF COATING

FAILED TO HELP
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta
ble Compound Restored
Mrs. Green's Health

Her Own Statement

GAL-VA-NIT-

PURELY FEMININE

Vegetable

Com-

pound and now I can
stay up and do my
work. I think it is
the best medicine on earth for women."
Mrs. Jennie Green, Covington, Mo.

How Mrs. Cllne Avoided
Brownsville, Ind. "I can say that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
has done me more good than anything
else. One doctor said I must be operated upon for a serious female trouble
and that nothing could help me but an
operation.
"I had hemorrhages and at times
could not get any medicine to stop them.
I got in such a weak condition that I would
have died if I had not got relief soon.
" Several women who had taken your
Compound, told me to try It and I did
and found It to be the right medicine to
build up the system and overcome
female troubles.
"I am now in great deal better health
than I ever expected to be, so I think I
ought to thank you for It." Mrs. O. M.
Cline, S. Main St., Brownsville, Ind.

$y

DRAPE
MODELS

PRETTY

GRAY

FACES

OF SPRING
FOR CHILDREN.

Fashions In Shape Resemble Those of
the Grownups Shlrrlngs and
Plaltlngs Are Employed In
Great Profusion.
,

Two pretly spring bonnets are pictured here, .such as w ill be worn during the coming season by little girl's.
So far as Bhupe Is concerned they are
about like those worn by grown-ups- .
It is Inthe finishing that they differ.
Little details of making and trimming
class them as juvenile styles.
Both these hits of childish millinery
are made .on wire frames and are good
examples of prevailing methods of
making and trimming hats for children.
Light weight silks, silk muslins and
chiffons are used Tor facings. Light
colors are chosen and small flowers

vial. For 1 res package address,

CENT
SEED
SALE

1

op
rrrSEEDSkernels
in
.i.ot.d tr
vivwv
FERTILE
tor

EH.

ITSO LMtues
lOOOOIerv
tOO Paratejr
7S0 Onion
OO Cabbage
10OO Radlih
IOOO Carrot
I OO Tomato
1
0O M.lon
17S0 Turnip
TOO brilliant Flower Sneds. W aorta
Any on of tbea. packatf.i la worth
the price w. ak lur the hol
lo.ovt kernel.. It I. merely our
war of letting you teat our Bead
proving to you bow mighty good

IN

FAVOR

e

li:
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Gal-va-nl-
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1

' CZnl-VA--

ftel.va.nlt. Is put tip In rolla of 108 squsnffeet complete with tine eoated,
trM.tinn ahoet. -afade In 3 wptehte
tied nails, mwm. .bumi in,,.,Mt

falvan--

n.

or write us for samples and
Ask vour dealer for
booklets, "Galvanite Qualities" and "The Insida of an Outaido
Proposition."
Gal-va-nl- te

FORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OMAHA

ST. PAUL

aUVNSAS

CHICAGO

Natural Avoidance.
Mayor Gaynor of New York was defending
views:
his
"Woman has her place and man has
his," he said, "and when I think of
the confusion that would come from
velvet constitute the only other trim- Intermingling their places, I am reming.
minded of an anecdote about Lady
The coat is lined with a beautiful Holland.
Lady Holland once said to
white crepe meteor brocaded in black Lord John Russell: 'Why hasn't Lord
velvet, which shows plainly when the Holland got a post In the cabinet?'
fronts are thrown open.
"Well, If you must know,' Lord John
The most pronounced feature of the answered, 'it Is because nobody would
tailored or semitallored costumes Is work In .a cabinet with a man whose
the combination of two materials. wife opens all his letters.'"
Skirts of satin and velvet appear from
beneath the tunics and coats of serge
When Your Eyes Need Care
or wool; and skirts of white cloth and
Eye Remedy. No Smarting Feels
ratine are much used under coats of try!
Acts Quickly Try it for Red, Weals,
dark wool and velvet, the white being t'lne
Watery Eyes and Granulated Eyelids. Illusrepeated In the collar and cuffs.
trated Book In each Package. Murine is
Dy

uu

A

a.uuis

Tho Farmer's Son's

Great Opportunity

anti-suffrag- e

and soft ribbons (with an occasional

model showing velvet ribbon) make
up the decorations. Frames are made
small enough to fit. Many shlrrlngs

AVOID

CONTRASTS

IN

COLOR

I

GIRL'S

UNDER-60DIC-

E

Too Few Women Seem to Realize the
Charm There Is In

Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago
Among

Epicures.
very

popular there."

speaking generally, have
been very slow to realize the charm of
simplicity. The inestimable value of
a few grateful lines, and the wisdom
of trusting rather to the carrying out
carefully of one good idea than to the
over elaboration of several schemes
of decoration and contrasts of color,
In one and the same unfortunate
Women,

III

IM

to become
wnrwi.it tor the old farmupMntiowio
preparo xor your iuinr
- yourinueniancer
dence. A great oppor-

14 .

tunity awults. you In
Man l toba ,Bas katc b e wa n
or Albert tte wnere you
can secure a FreeHomo
btead or bny laud atrear-aonabpricea.

Piow'seTine
EWWW
'
r1
A

PTT.F8 CVKV.n IS 6 TO 1 DATS
relund money If PAZO
J'onrdrugcUl towill
cm
anr case of Itching-- llllud,
UIimxIUi' ur Protrntluaji Piles In fi u U dars. 6Ua.

not a year from now,
1
1 when land will be biKh- raaeMier. TUe protlLs secured
from tho ahnntlant crops of
Wheat, Oats ami Marley,
as well as cattw rnltlns:, are
cansiixB a steady adranea In
Frka. tioTemuicnt returns enow

tha number or settlers
In Western Canada from
IJ. K. wild HO percent
the
larger la 19XG thaa tUe
previous rears
Many farmers fiaT
for their land out ot tiw
proceeds of one crop.
Free lioiueateads of 160

rld

our twnnaie- not
aoinponnana
but uaed In sucneaHful Physicians' Prao-ilo- e
for many ream. Now dMllcated to the Pub-ll- o
and sold by Oruptflats at 2fa and 60o per Bottle.
Murine lflre Salve In Aaeptlo Tubes, 25o and 60c

"Paris is a 6wift town."
"That's true, but snails are

Simplicity.

mm
m

acres
and
1H acres at
3.06auacre.of
climate, good schools,
Fine
excellent railway facilities,
low freight rates) wood, water and liuuber easily obtained.
For pamphlet 'Last Best Wet,"

pftrtlcutartiai to suitable location
and low settlers' rate, apply to
Ottawa,
Can., or to Canadiau OoTt Aouu

tiupt of Immigration,

W.H.ROGERS
12S W. Ninth St. Kansas City, Mo.
Pi
write to tbeairent nerent yon

WASHINGTON RED

CEDAR SHINGLES

e
Cheerfulness keeps up a kind of
In the soul, and fills it with a Just the thing to repair your roof or put on
a new one. Not affected by rain, snow,
steady and perpetual serenity.
5
hail, sunshine, heat or cold and will last a
lifetime. Write for circular and pass on their
sun-ihln-

gar-me- n

t.

Most of us hsve come across, now
and again, that weakmlnded and Irresolute Individual who can never
Bvv
leave well enough alone, and who adds
a.. Crete, wta.
sienui su.ei
roseltea of velvet here and groups of
aaSaBBSHaiS
buttons there, tucks and flounces,
frills and furbelows, until all the origIF YOU HAV E- -rinal grace and elegance of the gown
no appetite. Indigestion, Flatulence, Sick
disappear entirely under a mass of exHeadscho, 'ail run down" or losing tlesn, you
Will find
traneous and altogether unnecessary
adornment. To these more or less
meaningless trimmings, the great
French dressmakers have always been
strongly opposed, and It is really a
last what you need. Tbey ton up the weak matter of congratulation that their
stomach and build up tba Hagglng energies.
good Influence In this respect should
be making itself felt at last, more especially as the beautiful fabrics which
have been prepared for the winter season, are so lovely in themselves as reNorthern Crown. Garden and Field. Alfalfa,
Red Clover, Blue Crass, Clay County Whits gards both color and texture.
Corn ind Eclipse Yellow Corn. Poultry SupVelvet Girdle.
plies. Catalogfree. Send today for low prices.
"girdle" used to suggest
term
The
City.
Mo.
MtMOurl Seed Co.. 850 Libert, St., Ksn.ai
rather bulky swathlngs of folded silk
or satin, sometimes brought to a point
high up In the middle of the back.
aka.
VOW- - PTOpIflM Uod. I'M
We can even remember "girdle forms,"
la Urn. Bold bj DrocfUU.
four or Ave inches wide, pointed at top
aad bottom, front and back, whloh,

Ws

NEEDS NO PAINT NO AFTER ATTENTION
FIRST COST LAST UUSr
Roofing, is the cheapest fn the Ions
run becauso it is made to stand the wear and tear of
the elements without after trouble or expense.
It is 15 pounds heavier than the standard weight
and is constructed only of the best of materials. Its
unusual weight makes it proof against heavy winds
and hail storms.
te
Roofing has been approved by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters and takes a low
oi
rate of insurance. It is a
heat and eleclric'ty or lightning.
Attractive in appearance, casy to lay, A
Imf nloan vnr flnf- rrtnffl ,
..:nKl (lui. Uiwu
Olllll.'l-is the ideal roofing for any kind of a building in any
kind of a climate. It has stood the "Test of Time."

Lewis' Single Binder cigar; sixteen years on the market and always
the same rich satisfying Quality.

Garfield Tea, taken recularly, will correct
both liver and kidney disorders.

ana
Send It cent. In atlmnt
W.WIII send you tl.la great collection of aeede
you Ire. our
mum ma!., w.'ll alao matt
mi catalog If you ask (or It sit poatpaid.
JOHN A. SALZCR SEED CO.

Fills

ROOFING

E

"TRIPLE ASPIULT COATED, MICA PLATED"

,

th.y are.

B

OH

,
Se- -

and plaltlngs are employed. '
The choice of shapes for children
I want erery parson Is far more varied than in the past,
bilious, constiwho
and consequently their millinery is
pated or has any stomach or liver ailment to more quaint and pleasing than ever.
send for a free package
of my Paw-PaFor midsummer, lingerie bats will
Pills.
I want to prore that bold first place probably, but such is
they positively cure Indigestion, Sour Stomthe preference for lace and braids,
ach, Belching, Wind, just now, that It Is not safe to make
Headaahe, Nervousness, Sleeplessness and predictions.
are an Infallible cure
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
forConstlpatlon. To do

frof. Munion. 63rd ft Jsffarson Sti., Philadelphia. Pa.

HIGHLY

Grays In all shades and tints are
highly in favor this season, both in the
province of the tailored suit and the
more dressy costumes for afternoon
and evening wear. A touch of black
often appears; but no less frequently the collars and cuffs are made up in
white, and the result Is modish and
charming.
Collars of white broadcloth or Batln, or other soft woolen
materials, are Impracticable for hard
usage; they soil easily.
Paquln has designed a three-piecsuit of dark gray velvet of the corduroy type
A little black Is woven In
with the gray, which gives a slight impression of shot effect in some lights.
The short, loose coat Is double breasted, fastening to the left. A straight
collar of skunk encircles the neck
closely, and falls In short ends over the
shoulder. A bordering of skunk trims
the sleeves. Heavy fastenings, fashioned from heavy cords made from

his I am willing to give millions of free packages. I take all the risk. Sold by druggists
for 25 cents

IS

All Shades and Tints Are Observed In
the Dressy Costumes for Afternoon and Evening Wsar.
BONNETS

1

SB

de5

jGal-va-ni- te

Work Begets Work.
George W. Perkins, the New York
financier, was talking about the scarcity of the $10,000 a year man the
man actually worth a $10,000 salary.
"The advantage of the $10,000 a
year man," he Bald, "Is not alone that
he works splendidly It Is also that
under him everybody else works splendidly. There's a Chinese proverb," he
aid, "that expresses exactly what I
meani
" 'If a farmer Is diligent the soil
will not be lazy.'"
A Poor Guesser.
Wedmore Before I married, I learn,--d
to live on half my Income.
Blngleton And found that it was a
wise step, ehT
Wedmore Yes, only a half was the
wrong proportion I should have made
It an eighth.

"uu
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your local dealer sells

--

Covington, Mo. "Your medicine has
done me more good than all the doc- tor s medicines. At
every monthly period
I had to stay in bed
four days because of
hemorrhages, and
my back was so weak
I could hardly walk.
I have been taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's

that

Why buy cheaply made, Inferior frooflnft

must db irequeniiy pauaieu

Two heads are better than one
a cabbage patch.

In

Railroad to Seaside Shingle

W

'If

one-fourt-

were once looked on as the cream of
style. But the newest velvet glrdla
of today has but little in common
with those
outlines and
can be made with much less trouble,
as well as with a raiao'i less elabor
at foundation.

Ererttt, Waih.

$265 !RJU Boudoir Player Piano
Agents (ot Aogelm and Autopiano. Write ui.
The Eberbardt-Hay- s
Music Co., Wichita, Kansas.

Do You Feel
Cambric, madapollam and Jap silk
are all suitable materials In which
to make this little under-bod!cIt
Is a specially nice pattern to wear uu
der blouses. The neck and sleeves art,
trimmed with Insertion and lace.
Materials required:
One. yard it
Inches wide, one and
yard
Insertion, two yards lace.

Mill,

This Way?

Do you feet all tired out p Do you sometimes
think vou lust caa t work awtv at vour oroles- sion or trade any longer P Do you have
poor .pe
tite, and lay awake at nights unable to sleep P Are
your nerves all gone, and your stomach too P Has ambition to forge ahead io the 'world left youP If so, you
might a. well put a stop to your misery. You can do it if
you will. Dr. Pierce'. Golden Medical Discovery will
make you different individual. It will set your lazy liver
to work. It will act things right in your stomach, and
your appetite will come back. It will purity your blood.
If there is any tendency in your family toward consumption,
it will keep that dread destroyer away. Even after con
sumption has almost gained a foothold in the form of
lingering cough, bronchitis, or bleeding at the lungs, it will bring about
cure in 98 per cent, of all cases. It is a remedy prepared by Dr. R. V. Fierce,
of liuffulo, N. Y., whose advici it given fret to all who wish to write him. Hi.
great success ha. come from hi wide experience and varied practice.
g
dealer into taking inferior .uhstU
Don't be wheedled by a
tutei for Dr. Pierce' medicines, recommended to le " just as good." Dr.
I'ierce'a medicines are op known composition. Their every ingredient printed
oa their wrappers. Made from root without alcohol. Contain no
drugs. World' Dispense ry Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y
-

penny-grabbin-

habit-formi-

FORGE MEXICAN

V

HE PAIN THERE ?

IS

JTOIIIED STATES

Then Your Kidneys May Be Weak and in
Need of Quick Attention

MADERO

CROSS
AUTHORITIES
BORDER AND ARREST

"Every Picture
Telia a Story"

TWO.

TAKE

THEN

BUCK

li

FORCIBLY

American Exodus From South Begin!
Are in Predicament
At Those
Traveling
Are in Greater
Peril Than Those Stay.
Ing Where They Are.

it iK

-

Austin, Tex., March 5. That Mexican military authorities
crossed the
International boundary at Brownsville,
Texas, arrested Jose Garlia and Arturo
Margain on Texas soil and forcibly removed the men across the border, was
reported to Governor Colquitt today by
Captain J. M. Fox, in charge of the
detachment of Texas rangers stationed
Bt Brownsville. Captain Fox has been
instructed to report further and Governor Colquitt has asked
President
Taft to order an investigation.
Are Leaving Country.
El Paso, Tex., March 5. E. S.
Plumb and two companions who left
the city of Chihuahua at six o'clock
last night by automobile, brought word
that the purport of President Taffs
proclamation requesting Americans In
disturbed sections of Mexico to leave
the country had been received there
and that a considerable exodus was In
'
prospect.
The skirmish yesterday
between
Orozco's force of rebels,
Pascual
which hold the city of Chihuahua, and
Colonel Pancho Villa's federals, supplied Impressive emphasis to the pres.
ldential warning. Citizens stand in fear
pf looting and other disorders from
either side which may gain control of
the city.
The Americans are in a predicament.
They are as safe at home as In traveling south, and the only present means
of moving north is by horse or auto
mobile and the supply of both Is scant.
Orozco is doing his best to reassure
all residents of their safety, natives
and foreigners alike..
Villa has been In camp at Fresno,
about 80 miles out of the city on the
railroad, where he has locomotives and
rolling stock. He moved his force, eald
to number 1,260 men, to a cattle ranch

ed

MRS. MARY I. REMINGTON.

NOT GEORGE

Question Whether Missing Arkansas
City Banker Is Dead or Alive
Not Determined.
St. Louis, March 5. The Kimmei
Jury decided the issue of greatest public interest in the famous identity
mystery and $25,000 Insurance contest
when it reported to Judge Amidon today its unanimous conclusion that the
put
Klmmel claimant, an
forward by an Insurance company ct
not George Kimmei.
New York,-wa- s
But, the Jury stated, it could not
agree on the vital issue of the suit,
whether-GeorgA. Klmmel was dead
or alive In March, 1904, when the pres.
ent suit was filed. This meant that
the Jury, as a whole, would not accept
John, B. Swinney's astonishing Btory of
Klmmel's violent death In an Oregon
forest, while returning from a buried
Sold expedition.
It also rpeant that the Jurors could
not decide whether, aside from Swin-ney'- a
story, the evidence pointed conclusively to Klmmel's death, and thus
entitled the plaintiff, the receiver of a
Kiles, Mich., bank, to collect $5,000 of
Klmmel's $25,000 Insurance from the
Insurance company.
The Jury was then sent back to Its
deliberations and after adjourning the
Lewis case. Judge Anildon announced
tie would receive the verdict la the
(corning if aa atreemeot was reach!
e

A Resident of Gilroy, Cal.

Prop. Arlington House, Woodland, Cal.

Cured of Serious Case at a Critl- cal Period.
"I suffered so itoverely from pain
and soreness over my kidneys," says
Mrs. Remington, "that it was a task
for me to turn in bed. My kidneys
arted very freely hut
secretions were retarded ani scalded in
passage. I wasvweak
J
3.
and mucn run down.
'iv i
'
"After taking oth
er remedies witnout
benefit, I began using
Doan's Kidney Pills
and was completely
cured. I was going
through the critical period of a woman's life at the time, and after using
Doan's Kidney Pills there was a miraculous change for the better in my
health."

Cured of Serious Case and Feels Like
a Boy, Despite His 76 Years.
"Three years ago I was almost
helpless," said Mr. Smith, "Kidney secretions scalded terribly and obliged
me to
arise ten
a
to twelve times
night. My left limb

SOLD AT ALL STORES.

50

CENTS A BOX.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

A

.IM
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sore I could hardly
walk
hobbled
Just
around with a cane.
"I had almost every
complaint that dis
eased kidneys pro
duce and Doan's Kid
ney Pills cured them
all. At the age of 76 I feel like a boy.
and enjoy health and comfort. Can
anyone, wonder at-m- y
gratitude ?"

W

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Belated Information.
Albert Morris Bagby was being conin
gratulated at the Waldorf-Astori- a
New York on the success of his "musical mornings."
"I impute my success," he said, "to
the fact that I engage no talent that I
don't know thoroughly. In entertainment, as in matrimony, knowledge is
most important."
Then Mr. Bagby smiled and said:
"Two ladles were talking the other
day about the Chinese revolution. The
younger lady said:
- " 'Isn't it dreadful In China? "X woman doesn't know her husband till she
marries him.'
"The other lady, a divorcee, answered bitterly:
" 'I didn't know my husband till I
married him, either."
St.
Louis
Qlobe Democrat.

y
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sufrar-oated-

and effective as

TO DRIVE

He who reigns within himself and
rules passions, desires and fears la
more than a king. Milton.

OTTT

MALARIA

ANI HI H,I I I' THE SYSTEM
Take the Old Standard GKOVB'S TASTULIS.S:)
CLliLL TON1U. You knutt
tut yon ure taklutf.
The formula la plulnlr printed on every Dottle,
honing It lit simply Vulnine and Iron In a taHtelpis
form, and the must effectual form. For grown
people and children, 60 cunia.

G L AS

SHOES

'2.25 $2.50 3.00 '3.50 MOO & 5.00
For MEN, WOMENOF and BOYS
OUAI.ITY
THE STANDARD
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
THE NEXT TIME YOU NEED SHOES
give W.L. Douglas shoes a trial. W. L.
Douglas name stamped on a shoe guarantees superior quality and more value
for the money than other makes. His
nme and price stamped on the bottom
protects the wearer against high prices
and inferior shoes. Insist upon having
the genuine W. L. Douglas shoes. Take
no substitute. If ynnr
dfater mtnnot tnpplr W.I, .Ponging
Jtrotiklon, Ainu., for caution. Mioca wnt
IliofH, write W.IImiK)H,
everywhere delivery chat get prepaid,

BROOM

OW.Y OJ.T5 "BBOMO QCITTTNE."
That U I.AXAT1V B HltOMO QUiMNK. I.on tnt
tltu ilgnulur of K. W. (.HOVB. Uua th World
orei ui Cum a Culd in Od I)u7. 26c.

SEED

CORN

MONTANA

We can do more good by being good
than in any other way. Burton.

perfect condition.

The longing of the moment always
seems the great essential. We are
apt to forget the long eternity of regret. Corelli.
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91
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ugly, grizzly, gray

hair.
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THE NEW FRENCH RE ME DY.Hol.No a.No.3,

THERAPION

EKi

If you want Illinois grown, properly matured
Broom Corn Seed, write us for Prices and
Samples
1912 Seed Book will be mailed
BROTHERS SEED HOUSE, WICHITA,

kau. Co., UAVtHciocn rd

mirsiuo,

Buy

Tolands

Illinois

seed,

result

ol

years experience. Treated for smut.
utu. n Ann i m ah Bnuintna
Western Distributors. Writs for catalog,
31

lomdos. atii.

WICHITA,

PRICK.

KANSAS

W. N. U., WICHITA, NO.

MOW

"LA CREOLfc" HAIR dressing.

KANSAS

Broom Corn Seed

OHKAT BI'IM'KSS. OrkKH TILKS. KIII.MtT. M.AIIOKR
CHKUNIO I'l.CkKS, KKIN Kill PTluNS IITIIEU I1KI
for FRfl ixwikl.t l Dr. L Clr
4dr.M cnv.lop

ftrnd

lilt.

iwt Color ICyilvt used.

A Hint From Shakespeare.
"Why do you call your dog Ham- to you if asked for. DEPT. B. C, KOSS
let?"
"Can't you see why? He's a Great
Always hold fast to love; we win
by tenderness
and conquer by for- Dane."
THE HOMESEEKERS' BEST CHANCE
giveness. F. W. Robertson.
For Official Information, wrlta to
Garfield' Tea 'will keep the whole system In BUREAU rf AGRICULTURE, HELENA, MONT.
Mrs. WrneIows (Soothing Bymp for Children
teething, auftens the gums, reduces Inflammation, allay paln.curc wind colic, 25o a bottle.
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A Beautiful Decline.

Ollle James, the gigantic and genial
congressman and senator-elec- t
from
Kentucky, was In conversation
the
other day with a Washlngtonian when
the latter made certain inquiries with
,
Dr. Pierce's Pellets, small,
reference to a mutual friend whom he
easy to take at candy, regulate and invigoryears.
Do
liver
bowels.
and
not
stomach,
ate
gripe. had not seen for a number of
"And how does Col. Prescott spend
his declining years?" he asked.
The Reason.
a
"Beautifully, sir; beautifully!"
"This purse is real alligator skin."
"I suppose that is why It has such swered James. "He has a fine farm,
sir. A string of trotters, sir. And a
snap."
barrel of whisky 18 years old and a
For liver and kidney troubles, nothing Is wife of the same age, sir!"
quite so mild, pleasant
Garfield Tea.

COMPANY, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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Color more goods brighterandfastercolora than any otherdye. One 10c package colors all fibers. They dye in cold water better than any other dye. You can
dye any garment without ripping apart. Write for free booklet How to Dye, Bleach and Mix Colore. MONROE DRUG COMPANY, Qulncy, 111.
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DOAN'S KIDNEY PILLS

Gal-leg-

CLAIMANT

SHELDON

--

Fortissimo.
When a certain Baltimore matron
returned home one afternoon not so
long ago the first sight her eyes beheld was a badly damaged youngster
of hers. Little Bobby's forehead bore
a bump almost the size of a doorknob.
"Heavens!" exclaimed the mother.
"What has happened to Bobby?"
"Nuthln' much, mum," explained the
new nurse. "You told me, mum, he
Orozco Leads 600.
might play on the planner if he wanted
With Insurecto Troop Trains,
to Well, mum, wanst while he was slidMevico, March 4. Colonel Emilio ing on the top, he slid a bit too far,
P. Campa, at the head of 800 Vasquts-tas-, mum; an' that accounts for the bump
who left Juarez yesterday afterye see, mum."
noon, brought the three sections of his
Important to Mothers
train to a halt here this morning and
Examine carefully every bottle of
later exchanged messages by telegraph CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for
by Pascual Orozco, who announced
that he was at the head of 600 insur-l-ecto-s infants and children, and see that It
In the city of Chihuahua. Orozco
urged Campa to move at once into the Signature of
city, but the latter seemed to wish to In Use For Over 80 Years.
proceed with such caution that he Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
would avoid possible traps. There were
rumors in camp that Orozco might be
Elegant Language.
wavering back to his old
"A poet speaks of himself as a
hut while Colonel Campa 'blind voyager across the bitter
was incdlined to attach little value to seas. "
"Perhaps an overindulgence in fancy
the gossip, he determined to proceed
food has given him an acute sensawith all possible ciroumspection.
tion of mal de mer."
Madero-alleglanc-

Backache is enough cause to suspect the kidneys. The
kidileys are in the small of the back. Congested kidneys swell
and throb. The back naturally aches. It hurts to bend or
stoop or to sit down.
Kidney trouble may come on all unnoticed. A cold, a
chill, a fever, a strain or irregular habits may start it. While
sick kidneys can be cured in the beginning, it is a s:rious
matter when dropsy, gravel or Bright s disease sets in.Doan's Kidney Pills have made a reputation in the cure of
backache, and kidney and bladder 2II3. The best proof is the
testimony of the users. Here are two typical testimonials.
Thirty thousand others are being published in the newspapers.
A postage stamp will bring you reports of cases nearer home.
If you suspect your kidneys, get the
kidney remedy
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LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.

HAPPENINGS
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Minor Occurrences of More Than OrdfH

nary Interest.
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NEW MEXICO

Relieves Urinary and Kidney
Troubles, Backache, Straining,
Swelling, Etc.

N.s Service.

The Pecos Valley Teachers' Associ
ation met In Clovis.
There is a building boom Just started
n the town of Gallup.
cstern Newspnr t'nlon News Service.
Tho women of Carrlzozo have or
Resignation of University Regsnts.
ganized a Civic League.
Fp.
of
regents
Santa
Tho homd of
Moving pictures of everything In
the I'riversity ot New Mexico, after Albuquerque have been taken.
u special session sent their resignaFrank Ross has been arrested near
tions to Gov. McDonald. A light over Eddy for stealing a saddle horse.
university
the presidency of the
The auto line between." Gallup and
caused ihe resignations.
Farnilngton is now an assured thing.
''Bcty Perishes in Blizzard.
Eastern
New Mexico
has been
isited by the worst blizzard since
hoy, Joe
Melrose. A twelve- - car-ol859.
Sarcy, and the team he was driving,
Silver City has a new industry, that
while aticr a loud ot hay near here,
perished in the lveenl blizzard. Three of mfinufaeturing brooms from bear
Kheopherdirs and their flocks are grass.
missing.
Mrs. May A. Maxwell, a pioneer of
noswen, was lounu ueau in ner utu
recently.
Murphy and Gregory Fight Draw.
Two men
Murphy,
who recently escnped
Johnny
Albuquerque.
lightweight star of the recent amateur from the state penitentiary have been
boxing tournament at Denver, went recaptured.
twenty rounds to a draw here with
Every pipe of the new Farnilngton
Gregory of Gallup. The fight, was water works has been filled and thor
fast from tho start and both men were oughly tested.
In good condition nt the finish.
The question of a commission form
of government is being strongly agi
Bee Keepers Hold Meeting.
tated at Clovis.
Roswell The Pecos Valley Bee
Five Mexicans are being held in Al
Keepers' Association, a branch of the buquerque jail charged with robbing
national organization, met here and Santa Fe cars.
discussed matters of importance to
Eight gypsies, four of them womtn,
the industry In the valley. It was de- have been arrested at Cuervo for
be
will
up
a law that
cided to draw
stealing chickens.
submitted to the legislature under the
Snow, followed by terrific storms,
provisions of which It is hoped that has been reported from different porfoul broods may be eradicated in New
tions of the state.
Mexico.
Dr. P. K. Connaway, near Deming,
is irrigating 172 acres of land from
Mother and Babe are Frozen.
the waters of one well.
Folsom. The wife and child of
Because his wife slapped him in the
Manuel Sandobal, living near here, face, John E. Cyrene, of Las Vegos,
were frozen to death in the recent has filed suit for divorce.
storm. Running out of fuel, the
Four full grown malo mountain li
woman and her husband, with the
were recently killed within Jit- ons
babe, attempted to go to the house of
teeu
miles of Santa Fe.
a neighbor and got lost. Sandobal
Burglars entered
the Blackwell
became separated from his wife and
child. He finally found shelter, but book Btore in Silver City and a small
amount of cash was taken.
the mother and child perished.
The schools In Moro county are be
ing closed for lack of funds vitn
Officers Kill Outlaws.
which to pay the teachers.
Mogollon.
Sheriff Emll Jones and
Stock water in the vicinity of Ingle- two deputies in a pitched battle killed
Juan Terango and captured Francisco villo is reported to be getting scace
Rodriguez, the two men accused of and several wells are being sunk.
There is reported almost every day
killing C. A. Freeman, manager of the
Mogollon Mercantile Company, and his from some part of the new Btate the
assistant, William Clark, the night of organization of another Industrial
February 19, and robbing the company club.
safe. Of the $3,500 stolen, $3,004 was
When the barn of Rev. J. W. Camp
recovered. Rodriguez was lodged la bell burned near Mountainair recently
the Sl'ver City Jail.
several head of live stock perished in
the flames.
Aroused to Fighting Pitch in Moro.
Within a month automobiles can
Roy. The people of the eastern sec run with case from Albuquerque to
tlon of Moro county, many of them Cabezon, the road and bridges being
citizens who have recently come to improved.
New Mexico from the East, are
A flow of artesian water has been
aroused to a pitch that portends trou- struck six miles southeast of Roswell
ble, or at least an explanation from at a depth of 455 feet on the farm of
some of the county officials, over the A. J. Walter.
recent order croslng the county schools
An automobile line has been estabon account of an alleged lack of funds lished between Deming and ColumLus
with which to pay the teachers.
and daily trips are being made, Sundays excepted.
Clancy Says Women May Vote.
Albuquerque baseball people are
much encouragement in their
Santa Fe. Attorney General Frank
W. Clancy has given the following arrangements to organize a
opinion relative to women voting In baseball league.
school elections for the first time In
E. L. Wilson, arrested at Roswv'il
"Under the legisla for selling life insurance without a
New Mexico:
tion, women who possess the same license, pleaded guilty and was find
qualifications as to citizenship, age $100 and costs.
and residence as men, and who are not
The pastors of New Mexico are
of making a strong protest against boxsubject to the disqualifications
idiocy, insanity or conviction of in ing, matches and prize fights being
famous crimes, are entitled to vote at held in the state.
school elections, except in those
Ignacio Candelnria" has been arschool districts where, by order of the
county commissioners upon petition rested at Albuquerque for stabbing
Barela in a fight in a saloon.
this provision may have been s.is Placido may
recover.
Parela
pended. I do not know of anything
James Lucas, the well known old
which need be done except for women
who desire to vote to present them time miner of the Golden luino at
selves at the place of voting and offer Golden, was shot and mortally wound' '
ed by Analdo Lucero.
to vote."
Clovis is making a hard fight for the
Eastern New Mexico state normal to
Corporation Taxes Increased.
be located by the first IegiBlatuie,
Santa Fe. The State Board of which meets next month.
Upon being released from the peniEqualization, after a determined fight
by corporation
representatives,
ad tentiary, San Juan Giron was rearvanced the valuation of railroad and rested at Albuquerque on a charge of
public utility corporations 15 per cent, robbing a Santa Fe freight car.
Two men who had stolen horses
in order to meet the increased ex
penses of the state. Other valuations from Joseph Olney and E. Marcus at
Lordsburg have been arrested. They
were fixed as follows: Irrigated ag are now in the Jail at lordsburg.
licultural lands, $23 an acre; agrleul
notice
Gov. McDonald has served
tural lands wlihout water rights upon
ExTraveling
Auditor
and
Bank
$1.25 an acre; orchard lands, $40 an
ofrequiring
John
Joerns,
aminer
that
acre; timber lands west of the Rio
cause why he should
.ar.ue, $7 an acre; timber lands east ficial to show
not be removed from office for inof the Rio Graude, $4.50 an acre; all competency.
other timber lands, $2.25 an acre; cat
James Goodall trapped a monster
parallel
tie north of the thirty-fiftsouth of that mountain lion In the Carrlzozo draw,
$12 a head; cattle
north of the Capitan mountains, in
parallel, $11; swine, $3 a head.
Lincoln county. The lion weighed
250 pounds and measured nine feet
Attempts to Kill Wife and 'Himself and one inch.
Machinery- for the enlarging of the
Albuquerque. Pedro Gurule, after
attemntiiiK to noison his wife with Ice plant at Carlsbad has arrived.
strychnine, because he believed her The old plant had a capacity of live
tons a day and the enunfaithful, took a big dose of the dead- and one-hal-f
ly poison and is not expected to live. larged plant will have a capacity o!
fourteen tons a day.
Gurule Is a well known Mexican.
d

$3.50 Recipe Free,
For Weak Kidneys.
Stops Pain in the Bladder,
Kidneys and Back.
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Wouldn't It be nice within & week or so
to begin to pny gooil-by- e
forever to the
Bcnldlntr, dribbllns, Btralnlng, or too frequent pasBHgo of urine; the forehead anj
aches; the stitches
the
and pains In the back; the growing muscle weakness: ppnts before the eyes; yellow skin; xhiKxIfh bowels; swollen eyelids or ankles; lea; cramps; unnatural short
breath; BleeplesHneas and the despondency?
I have a recipe for these troubles that
you can depend on, and if you want to
make a quick recovery, you ought to
write and n t a copy of It. Many a doctor would charge you $3.00 Just for writing
this prescription, but I have It and will
be glad to send it to you entirely free.
.Tost drop me a lln like this: Dr. A. K.
Luck Building, Detroit.
Robinson,
Mich., and I wljl send It by return mall
In a plain envelope. As you will see when
you put it, this recipe contains only pure,
harmless remedies, but It hns great healpower.
ing and
It will qnlcklv show Us power once you
use It, so I think you had better see what
It Is without delay. I will send you a ropy
free you can use It and cure yourself at
home.
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Blissful Ignorance.
"Have you seen Joe lately?" '
"Why, yes; I saw the old chap yesterday. And, what do you think?
he's going to be married!"
"Can it be possible? To whom?"
"He's going to marry Mary Merrle."
"What! Why, I didn't know they
knew each other."
"They don't. That's why they're going to be married."
s
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SUPREME COURT
OWNERSHIP

MONETT

SUIT FAILS
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ELECTRIC

Fight of Three Years With Old
pany Ends In Victory and
Light for City.

RULES JOINT
13 LEGAL.

Pacific and Other Companies Not Acting in Violation of
Anti-TruLaw In Missouri.

Missouri

Jeffei-BoCity, Mo. The suit of
the state to Invoke penalties or even
ouster upon the Missouri Pacific, the
Wabash, the St. Louis, Iron Mountain
& Southern Railroad companies, the
Pacific Express and American Refrigerator Transit company, under
the anti-trus- t
law, was practically dismissed by the supreme court.
This suit alleged a Joint ownership
of stock between
these companies
which amounted to control, all in
violation of the anti-trus- t
law. It also
alleged that the Wabash and the Missouri racifie were controlled by a
joint ownership of stock and were
operating
parallel and competing
lines in violation of the law. The
court holds that as the Wabash owns
eastern connections it is not a parallel and competing line of the Missouri Pacific.
The court finds that the Pacific Express company has G0.O0O shares cf
stock. Of this the" Wabash owns 24
000 and the Missouri Pacific 12,000,
and which does not constitute control of this property;
that the
Wabash has 331,110 shares of common stock and 110,000 shares of preferred, of which the Pacific Express
company- - owns 20,000, the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern 65,000
shares and $5,435,000 of debenture
bonds, which ownership does not constitute control.

--

Com-

Monett, Missouri. Monnett's new
municipal electric light plant has begun operations and Monett has now
the first street light in three years-- ,
owing to litigation with the Monett
Electric Light, Power and Ice conv
pany.
The old company had been in opo
ration since 1893. The plant was allowed to deteriorate until the service was unsatisfactory.
In 1899 the
city council objected to the proposed
Increase in rates pn street lights and
being unable to make satisfactory
terms with the company, on June 2G,
decided to give the citizens of Monett
an opportunity to vote on a $35,000
municipal plant.
The election carried by a large
majority. The company then appealed to the federal court for. an injunction restraining the lssuing-obonds,
which was refused.
Next the Monett aldermen passed
an ordinance restraining the company
from extending their lines and new
poles set were cut down by the city.
The company applied for an injunction to restrain the city from interfering wiCh their property, which was
also refused.
In February, 1911, the bonds were
sold, and a first class plant has just
been installed.

$5

IDEAS

BILL OUT

Secret Service Sends Warning,
scribing Spurious Note as
Crudely Executed.

De-

Decision of Board of Cabinet Officers
Prohibits Use of Saccharine In
Food Products.

Washington, D. C. By a vote of
two to one the board of cabinet ofWashington, D. C. The secret
vice announced the discovery of a ficers charged with the enforcement
new counterfeit
five dollar sliver of the pure food law entered a final
certificate. It is an imitation of the decision against the use of saccharine
certificate containing the Indian head, in prepared foods. Secretary Wilson
series of 1S9S, check letter D, signed and Secretary Nagel confirmed the deby Register Napier and Treasurer
cision that food containing saccharine
Secretary
Mac
The secret service describes was adulterated.
the spurious note as a crudely ex- Veagh dissented. One month will be
ecuted etching will) silk liber ot the given manufacturers to arrange for
genuine imitated by red and blue Ink the elimination of saccharine.
lines.
The decision settles a controversy
of nearly four years' standing.
Five Engines Tipped Over.
Hoisington, Kansas. Four trainDrowned In White River.
Springfield, Missouri One man lost
men were injured when five Missouri
Pacific engines used in bucking snow his life and four others barely ees
tipped over. The accident occurred caped drowning when' a barge belongJust the other side of Otis. All were ing to the Ozark Power and Water
coupled together. The overturned company was upset and sunk in White
engines have aildedVo the blockade river near Forsyth. The barge struck
a gu
wire strung across the river.
and have absolutely cut off traffic.
ser-

--

Meningitis In Louisville.
Louisville, Kentucky. Thirty cases
of cerebrospinal meningitis exist In
Louisville, according to members of
the county and city boards ot health,
Aad Ive deaths have already occurred.

"About two months ago my hands

started to crack open and bleed, the
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skin would scale off, and the good
flesh would burn and Itch dreadfully.
"When my hands first started to get
Bore, there were small blisters like water blisters which formed. They
Itched dreadfully, It' Just seemed as
though I could tear the skin all off. I
vould scratch them and the skin would
peel off, and the flesh would be all
red and crack open and bleed. It worried me very much, as I had never
had anything the matter with my skin.
I was so afraid I would have to give
up my employment.
, "My doctor said be didn't think It
wwild amount to anything. But it kept
getting worse. One day I saw a piece
In one of the papers about a lady who
had the same trouble with her hands.
She had used Cuticura Soap and Ointment and was cured. I decided to try
them, and my hands were all healed
before I had used one cake of Cuticura Ointment. I am truly thankful
for the good results from the Cuticura
Soap and Ointment, for thanks to them
I was cured, and did not have to lose
a day from work. I have had no return of the skin trouble." (Signed)
Mary E. Brelg, 2522 Brown
Mrs.
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 12, 1911.
Although Cuticura Soap and OintGAS COMPANY TO RULE OR RUIN
ment are sold everywhere, a sample
book, will be
Now Proposes to Leave Kansas Town of each, with
mailed free on application to "CutiGasless Because Refused Higher
cura." Dept. L, Boston.
Rata Franchise.

Gas City, Kansas. A notice Just received from the Natural Gas company
Who Reversed Big Standard ot Oswego to the city council of Gas
Oil Case Declares Himself on
City advised the councilmen that afRecall of Judges.
,
ter the expiration of 30 days from
the date of notice, tho company as
Chicago, Illinois. Peter S. Gross-cup- , owner of the natural gas plant, will
States circuit judge, In shut down the plant and retire from
a speech before a meeting of electri- the business of furnishing gas to the
cal engineers here, declared himself inhabitants of Gas City. All pipes,
opposed to many of the present day mains, branches and all property beideas. He denounced the initiative, longing to the company will be torn
referendum and recall and then spoke up and removed.
of the regulation of trusts and the
The action is the result of the failpresent status of labor. Judge Gross-cu- ure of the company to obtain a new
will be remembered as one of the franchise undeywhich It could charge
judges who reversed the $29,000,000 an advanced price for gas.
Standard Oil fine.
SUGAR SUBSTITUTE IS DARRED

GR0SSCUP OPPOSES NEW

HANDS

Government In Lawrence Strike.
Washington, D. C The United
States bureau of labor will make an
Immediate Investigation of the wags
and working conditions at the 'extlle
mills at Lawrence, Mast.

Probably the Truth.
The druggist in a small town died,
and his widow continued the business.
A month later she arranged the window display so that. It was very attractive. That week the town paper
contained this item of news:
."Mr. Arthur Edwards, a prominent
druggist of Higginsvllle, took In the
sights of our city yesterday. He was
very much Interested In our drug-gist'attractive widow."
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The Keynote.
Kniclter I thought simplicity was
to be the keynote of your gowns.
Mrs. Knicker It is; I have simply
got to have them.

A WEAK

STOMACH
Can be quickly
strengthened your
liver can be made active your bowels will
be regular if you will
but take

nOSTETTER'S
Stomach Bitters
It has a proven reputation in cases of poor appetite, heartburn, headache, indigestion,
cos-tivenes-

s,

colds, grippe,
laria, fever and ague.

BroWsfoHEMdTroches
Cncelleri for relleTlng Throat Troubles, Kooplate
lwfM bva, ion Llutuwa A feus buatau 1U,

